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Keeping Nebraska in Fashion: The Success of Postwar Custom Dressmaker Ilona
Dorenter Berk examines the life and work of previously undocumented Midwestern
dressmaker Ilona Berk. Through the interdisciplinary study of three vital components in
the entrepreneurial dressmaking business of Ilona; who worked out of her home in
Lincoln, Nebraska from 1953 to approximately 2000; research establishes her as a
significant contributor to the fashion system of the twentieth century, and an important
figure in Midwestern costume history. Components chosen for the study are: Ilona’s
unique personal characteristics, the global and regional fashion systems she worked
within, and the garments she designed and created. The comprehensive method of study
is qualitative examination via published scholarly works, archival public records, oral
interviews, and object-based analysis. Results of the study are presented as: a partial
biography of Ilona, summary tables of her methods, and a modified E. McClung Fleming
method group artifact analysis. Discussion includes a comparison of Ilona and her work
to documented characteristics of successful female immigrant entrepreneurs, Jewish
Holocaust survivor immigrants, custom dressmakers, and couture garments.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Focus and Importance of the Study
Mrs. Ilona Dorenter Berk, the central focus of the study, was a custom garment
designer and dressmaker who worked out of her home in Lincoln, Nebraska from
approximately 1953 to 2000. Ilona’s life and work, previously undocumented, was
chosen for study because, as one of the last dressmakers of the twentieth century, her
business success (as defined by business longevity and entrepreneurial theory1), her
unique personal history, and the
quality of her product have
significant impact on the fashion
history of Nebraska. The
generosity of her family in
supplying the University of
Nebraska-Lincoln’s Historic
Costume Collection with ninetytwo pieces from Ilona’s personal
wardrobe is unprecedented, and
Figure 1. Ilona Berk c. 2006
Photograph by Dave Sadler

without their unique and

extensive gift, the comprehensive nature of the study would not be possible.
Research into the life and work of Ilona draws on multiple disciplines and covers
multiple historical eras. Ilona represents an under-documented group of mid-twentieth
century female dressmakers, making this research valuable to the disciplines of women’s
studies, economics, merchandising, and history. Her roles as a Holocaust survivor,
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immigrant, and female entrepreneur offer additional examples of success for these also
under-researched groups. Most significantly though, Ilona’s life provides a window into
the fleeting world of the custom dressmaker. By merging social science, business, and
material culture; allowed by the unique interdisciplinary study; a comprehensive
documentation of history and outcomes for one dressmaker is achieved, even as the
dressmaking career field actively diminishes.
The preservation of Ilona’s unique professional history also enriches our state
historical knowledge, establishes Southeast Nebraska’s role in the fashion system during
the postwar years, and offers a microcosmic look into the national fashion system after
World War II. In addition, the opportunity to examine extant garments belonging to
Ilona presents a clearer understanding of what characteristics make custom garments
prestigious and desirable.

Objective and Research Questions
The study examines three vital components of Ilona Berk’s entrepreneurial
custom design and dressmaking business in postwar Lincoln, Nebraska, and enumerates
the contributions of each component to her professional success. The identified
components are: (1) Ilona herself, (2) aspects of the global and regional fashion systems
she worked within, and (3) the garments produced. Ilona brought her own, distinct,
human and social capital to the business. Her exclusive combination of knowledge,
skills, life experience, creativity, and business acumen was significant in the birth and
longevity of her custom dressmaking business, which operated for over fifty years. The
nature and timing of Ilona’s business venture within the larger fashion system was also a
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unique factor in her success. The demographics of her Nebraska customers, the demand
for high fashion and couture like garments, the decline of department store retail, and the
lack of custom fitting options, each contributed an opening in the market for a designer
and business woman like Ilona to fill the gap. The garments Ilona created played an
equally substantial role in her success. Her material choices, design skills, construction
techniques, and ability to custom fit for special needs, encouraged an elite, wealthy,
exclusive, and loyal clientele.
Exploration of these components can be broken down into the following research
questions:
(1) What aspects of Ilona’s human and social capital played a role in her professional
success?
a. What personality traits and life experiences contributed to Ilona’s professional
success?
b. What were Ilona’s professional skills and how did she obtain them?
c. Who made up Ilona’s social network and how did they contribute to Ilona’s
professional success?
d. How do these aspects of human and social capital compare to established
entrepreneurial success factors in existing research?
(2) What attributes of the culture and state of the fashion system between 1945 and 1990
most affected Ilona’s professional success?
a. How had the function of custom dressmakers evolved in the first half of the
twentieth century?
b. How did the economy of the United States in the mid-to-late twentieth century
affect clothing retail?
c. What affected consumers’ clothing retail choices between 1945 and 1990?
d. What constituted “prestige garments” between 1945 and 1990?
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e. What were the significant differences between the Southeast Nebraska
regional fashion system and the global fashion system between 1945 and
1990?
f.

Who were Ilona’s dressmaking customers and why did they choose her
service during this era?

(3) What can be learned about Ilona from her personal clothing collection?
a. Describe the techniques and choices commonly used by Ilona in designing and
constructing her garments.
b. What attributes of the garments made by Ilona indicate a near-couture level of
design and construction?
c. How did the design, material, construction, and function of Ilona’s produced
garments contribute to her entrepreneurial success?

Parameters and Scope of Research
The scope of the research is limited to Europe and North America and limited to
the years immediately preceding and during which Ilona was running her custom
dressmaking business in Lincoln, Nebraska. Research was capped at the year 1990, as the
fashion system experienced extreme change in the nineties and the format chosen for this
research does not allow for the extensive analysis required by the decade. Literature
reviewed regarding the custom dressmaking trade stretches back the farthest in time, to
approximately 1930. Examination of both the global and regional fashion systems is
limited to 1945-1990. Southeast Nebraska is defined as the urban areas of Lincoln,
Nebraska, Omaha, Nebraska, and Council Bluffs, Iowa2.
Review of literature regarding entrepreneurs is limited to those who most closely
mirror the study’s focus: females, immigrants, and Jewish Holocaust survivors who
immigrated to the United States between 1945 and 1953. The review of archival records
is currently limited to those available to the public, such as newspaper articles, newspaper
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advertisements, magazines, business licenses, and city directories. The family of Ilona is
willing to share private records as they become available, but none are accessible to the
author at this time.

Assumptions and Theoretical Framework
The scope of the study does not extend to the financial records of Ilona, but
accepts the premise that her custom design and dressmaking business was a personal and
financial success between 1953 and the early 2000s. An initial interview with Ilona’s son
Jim (Appendix A) indicates her significant financial contribution to the family, and a
consistent, enduring workload throughout that time period.3 Entrepreneurial success
could also be indicated by the lifespan of her venture, which far exceeded the theoretical
minimum of two years or thirty months, as established by entrepreneurial research.4
Further, an initial comparison of Ilona’s work to four theories of entrepreneurship as
summarized by Feiwel Kupferberg, indicates she possessed scientifically accepted
elements of entrepreneurial success such as: feelings of autonomy and satisfaction
(Poetics Theory), richness of life (Poetics Theory), a supportive network of family and
friends (Network Theory), interaction between customer and product developer (Network
Theory), social capital (Network Theory), ability to adapt and reorient (Career Theory),
and follow through on an effective business concept (Creativity Theory).5
Under the assumption her dressmaking business was successful, research into the
components of Ilona’ professional success has been designed within the following
theoretical framework: First, the author accepts the theory of semiotics as summarized
by Marcel Danesi in The Quest for Meaning: a Guide to Semiotic Theory and Practice
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and Messages, Signs, and Meanings: A Basic Textbook in Semiotics and Communication;
and by Yuet See Monica Owyong in “Clothing Semiotics and the Social Construction of
Power Relations.” Semiotics, the study of signs or symbols, proffers that each physical
thing (such as a word, a picture, or a garment) elicits a concept in the human mind which,
in turn, is given a culturally conditioned definition. 6 Stated another way: “anything that
is taken to mean something other than itself.”7 Symbols can be examined as either
synchronic (meaning at a given point in time) or diachronic (how the meaning has
changed over time); can be related to the structure of an object, the iconic value of the
object, or the verbal description of the object; can be intentionally or unintentionally
conveyed; and are not always consistently interpreted. 8 However, object meanings are
created through “social conventions[,] individual reactions,”9 and “the accumulated
meanings that previous generations have captured, preserved, and passed on,”10
suggesting that messages sent by and received by persons in similar social locations are
more consistently conveyed.11
Second, the author accepts Herbert Blumer’s theory of symbolic interactionism,
which, when applied to dress, holds that clothing has no real meaning until it is placed
into a social context and the reactions of others give it connotations. Fashion, or
“collective taste” as Blumer would say, both arises from and operates through social
endorsement, or “collective selection.”12 “Tastes themselves are a product of
experience…They are formed in the context of social interaction, responding to the
definitions and affirmations given by others.”13 As a result, how people believe others
will react to their clothing is what gives it personal meaning.
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Third, the author accepts Thorstein Veblen's 1894 economic theory of woman's
dress (later incorporated into his theory of conspicuous consumption), in which Veblen
argues that the dress of those assimilated into Westernized, developed economies (“us”),
serves almost exclusively to communicate our status; economic, social, and behavioral; to
others. Veblen continues by identifying three characteristics of dress which are the basis
for communicating such status: expensiveness, novelty, and conspicuous waste. 14
Although Veblen was writing before Danesi, Owyong, and Blumer and does not mention
semiotics or symbolic interactionism, it can be extrapolated that under Veblen’s theories
dress serves as a communication device based on symbols which are given meaning
through social interactions.
Fourth, the author accepts the modern theoretical research of Franck Vigneron
and Lester Johnson, which supports Veblenian theory by proving that we remain a culture
of prestige-seeking consumers; “prestige” referring to status, wealth, high social value,
and superiority. Vigneron and Johnson offer two additional functions of dress, proposing
that self-expression and hedonic pleasure are also key in the consumption of prestige
(conspicuous) dress; and suggest their own set of characteristics common to desirable,
“prestigious,” dress: expensiveness, uniqueness, social role indication, hedonic value,
and technical quality. Vigneron and Johnson make a point of defining these
characteristics as “perceived,” indicating the formation of their meanings are based on
“interactions with people…at personal and societal levels” from “motives of sociability
and self-expression;” 15 supporting a working relationship between this theory and
Blumer’s symbolic interactionism.
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By combining the ideas of Danesi, Owyong, Blumer, Veblen, and Vigneron and
Johnson, the author frames the research study as follows: Garments are a set of symbols
which are given meaning by societal reactions specific to their time and place. The ideal
symbolic meaning of garments among middle to upper class consumers is that of high
status. The characteristics of a garment which communicate the desired symbolic
meaning of high status via societal reactions; that is: “prestige garments;” include:
perceived expensiveness, novelty, uniqueness, social power indication, and technical
quality. In applying this framework to custom dressmaking of Ilona Berk in postwar
Nebraska, the research will indicate that members of the higher social and economic
classes, when faced with not finding their desired or appropriately fitting prestigecommunicating clothing in the available retail stores, turned to talented custom
dressmakers to continue to meet their need for conspicuous consumption. Custom
dressmakers, in turn, increased the perceived value of commissioned garments by using
recognizably special materials and techniques, unique details and one-of-a-kind designs.
The chosen theoretical framework also suggests that the clothing a dressmaker makes for
herself reflects how she wishes to be socially perceived.

Definition of Key Terms
artifact-based research (object-based research)- a method of studying material culture by
analyzing and interpreting artifacts individually or as a group16 to form a “theoretical
understanding of the ways in which the artifact[s] explicitly implements, expresses, and
documents a particular way of life”17
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blockaltester- “block leader,” or elder, in the concentration camp. A long time prisoner
put in charge of other prisoners; identified by red armbands with white lettering18
Chambre Syndicale del al Haute Couture- translated as “Paris High Fashion Syndicate,”
the governing body of French fashion houses which strictly controls the assignation of
the term “couture” based on a set of stringent qualifying rules such as: “fashions that are
made to order for private clients and involve one or more fittings, have a workroom in
Paris with at least 15 full-time workers, present a collection of at least 35 designs…in
January…and in July”19
construction- when used as an artifact property under E. McClung Fleming’s model of
artifact study: “has to do with the techniques of manufacture employed, workmanship,
and the way parts are organized to bring about the object’s function”20
couture/haute couture- literally “sewing at a high level” when applied to garments. A
term assigned exclusively to the members of the Chambre Syndicale del al Haute
Couture, who must meet the strict qualifications each year to remain members21
design- when used as an artifact property under E. McClung Fleming’s model of artifact
study, includes: “the structure, form, style, ornament, and iconography of the object”22
displaced persons- those with no home during and after World War II, including:
concentration camp victims, prisoners of war, those in ghettos, those in hiding, refugees,
deserters, wanderers, forced laborers, Spanish republicans, and others23
dressmaker- proprietor who designs, fits, patterns or drapes, and embellishes a garment
specific to the needs and desires of an individual client, taking into account the latest
styles and seeking out the highest quality of materials24
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entrepreneur- “an individual who undertakes the creation, organization, and ownership of
a business venture. He or she accepts the risk and responsibilities of business ownership
to gain profits and personal satisfaction”25
evaluation- when used as an operation applied to properties of an object under E.
McClung Fleming’s model of artifact study: “a set of judgements about the
artifact…based on comparisons with other examples of its kind…in terms of our culture’s
value standards.” Both aesthetic qualities and quantifiable properties are evaluated26
fashion- a way of behaving that is temporarily adopted by a discernable portion of
members of a social group as socially appropriate for the time and situation27. Example
of behaviors that can be “in fashion” include: clothing choices, food choices, book
choices, and more.
fashion system“a concept that embraces not only the business of fashion but also the art
and craft of fashion, and not only production but also consumption. The
fashion designer is an important factor, but so also is the individual
consumer who chooses, buys, and wears clothes, as well as the language
and imagery that contribute to how consumers think about fashion. The
fashion system involves all the factors that are involved in the entire
process of fashion change. Some factors are intrinsic to fashion, which
involves variation for the sake of novelty (e.g., when hemlines have been
low for a while, they will rise). Other factors are external (e.g., major
historical events such as wars, revolutions, economic booms or busts, and
the feminist movement). Individual trendsetters…also play a role, as do
changes in lifestyle… and music”28
In other words, all factors and players affecting the business of fashion. For the
purposes of the study: the economy, the marketplace, and the consumers.
function- when used as an artifact property under E. McClung Fleming’s model of
artifact study: “embraces both the uses (intended functions) and the roles (unintended
functions) of the object in its culture, including utility, delight, and communication”29
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history- when used as an artifact property under E. McClung Fleming’s model of artifact
study, includes: “where and when it was made, by whom and for whom and why and
successive changes in ownership, condition, and function”30
human capital- an individual’s unique “set of characteristics, experiences, abilities, and
resources”31
identification- when used as an operation applied to properties of an object under E.
McClung Fleming’s model of artifact study: “results in a body of distinctive facts about
the artifact”32
interwar- the years between the end of World War I and the beginning of World War II,
approximately 1918-1939
landsmannschaften- the Yiddish name for fraternal organizations made of immigrants
where Holocaust experiences are recalled and shared33
material- when used as an artifact property under E. McClung Fleming’s model of artifact
study: “involves what the object is made of”34
material culture- “the totality of artifacts in a culture,”35 studied via artifact-based (objectbased) research
near-couture- techniques, construction methods, material choices, and decorative finishes
commonly used by couture designers and referenced in one or more couture design
instruction manual36
postwar- the years immediately following the end of World War II
social capital- close social network and access to resources37
social location“The groups people belong to because of their place or
position in history and society. All people have a social
location that is defined by their gender, race, social class,
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age, ability, religion, sexual orientation, and geographic
location. Each group membership confers a certain set of
social roles and rules, power, and privilege (or lack of),
which heavily influence our identity and how we see the
world.”38
sole-proprietorship- a major form of business available to entrepreneurs; created at will
by one owner with unlimited liability on business income39
Southeast Nebraska- those urban locations specific to the study: Lincoln, Nebraska,
Omaha, Nebraska and Council Bluffs, Iowa40
stubenaltester- “room leader,” or elder, in the concentration camp. A long time prisoner
put in charge of other prisoners; identified by red armbands with white lettering41
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Chapter 2
Review and Summary of Literature
Successful Entrepreneurs in the United States (Especially Female Immigrant
Entrepreneurs)
Literature reviewed on the characteristics of successful entrepreneurs includes
four major subcategories: general entrepreneurial motivation and success, female
entrepreneurs in Eastern Nebraska home-based businesses, immigrant entrepreneurs
(whose host country is the United States), and entrepreneurs who are both immigrant and
female (FIE1). For the most part, research in each of the subcategories is in agreement.
Where the research diverges, the author notes applicable differences
Enumerating the types, characteristics, numbers, and success factors of
entrepreneurs remains difficult. The act of entrepreneurship, “the process of taking an
idea through all the steps, time, money and energy needed to become a viable business”,
has been part of all human existence, but the study of entrepreneurship is a relatively
young discipline, only recently pursued by researchers. In addition, not all home-based
or privately owned ventures are registered with the government, complicating the
gathering of information. “Information about female entrepreneurs and women in
business generally before the 1980s is notoriously difficult to find”, and “immigrants are
one of the most undercounted groups in the US Decennial Census.”2 However, the
following over-arching statistics regarding female and immigrant entrepreneurs in the
United States, have been established:
“The phenomenon of women working successfully is not known in any other
country as it is in the United States”3
Historical estimates suggest half of all colonial era urban retailers were women;
and records indicate women were often equal business partners or sole proprietors
in both the 18th and 19th centuries4
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Female owned businesses have been traditionally relegated to the service sector.
The 1890 and 1900 US censuses reveal that businesses most likely to have female
proprietors were: dressmakers, milliners, seamstresses, laundresses,
boardinghouse keepers, and restaurant keepers. A 1954 survey led by the Bureau
of Professional Women offered similar statistics, the top woman-owned
businesses listed as retail business, personal service, real estate/insurance/finance,
educational institutions, and hotels or restaurants5
Between 1944-1950, the number of female-owned businesses in the United States
grew from 650,000 to almost 1 million; reaching 7.7 million by 19946
According to the 1950 US census, 9.4% of women in the labor force were
“proprietors, managers, or officials of business”, making up approximately 15%
of all non-agricultural “proprietors, managers and officials”; and self-employed
women earned more income than other women in comparable positions in
businesses owned by someone else7
The 1960 US census indicated that a female owned small business was more
likely than a male owned small business to be a sole proprietorship and likely to
employ fewer people8
Between 1963 and 1980, 90-94% of female entrepreneurs self-funded their startup capital, meaning they received no loans from banking institutions. 40% of
those women who self-funded did rely on financial support from family and
friends.9 75% of male entrepreneurs received start-up capital through bank
loans10
“Every decennial census taken in the United States since 1880 has reported a
higher level of self-employment among immigrants than among the nativeborn”11
According to the 2000 United States census, immigrants are 30% more likely to
start a business than a non-immigrants12
In the year 2000, immigrants comprised 13% of all business owners in the US and
generated nearly 12% of total business income13
Between 1980 and 2000, the average FIE was aged 30-50 years old, similar to that
of male, native-born entrepreneurs. However, the likelihood an immigrant will
start a business increases with age, whereas the likelihood a native-born person
will start a business decreases with age. The majority of male immigrant
entrepreneurs (MIE) are over age 50.14
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Additional data collected on modern (post 1980) FIE indicates the following: The
majority of FIE spend 4-10 years in the United States before opening their own business
which is longer than most MIE. FIE are more likely to hold a job or apprenticeship
before starting their own business than native-born men or MIE. Nearly all FIE owned
businesses still fall into the service sector, with the highest rates in fields of food service,
beauty service, clothing or other retail, and childcare/eldercare. Approximately 46% of
FIE indicate their clientele is almost exclusively female. Studies of native-born female
entrepreneurs and FIE both indicate that female entrepreneurs have a much lower fear of
business failure than male entrepreneurs. In a 2011 study completed by Jean-Luc E.
Grosso and Teresa L. Smith, 58% of male entrepreneurs reported a high level of fear
where only 14% of female entrepreneurs reported a high level of fear and 86% of female
entrepreneurs rated their fear of failure at low or very low. Few FIE report developing a
business plan or growth strategy before opening their business, but many report having an
entrepreneurial parent or family member who has inspired or mentored them. Unless
specifically noted, the characteristics of FIE described in the following paragraphs are not
necessarily exclusive to this group. The literature reviewed does not indicate male and/or
native-born entrepreneurs do not possess these motivations, skills, or attributes; only that
FIE do, in general, possess these motivations, skills, or attributes.15
General motivations for starting a privately owned business venture are selfreported as: the ability to be your own boss (autonomy), to generate more income, and
the opportunity for growth.16 FIE often expand on these popular motivations, noting also
that: they have been discriminated against, excluded, or exploited in the traditional
workplace; business ownership gives them flexibility and better balance between work
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and family; entrepreneurship fulfills a long term dream and provides a sense of
accomplishment, personal satisfaction, and self-worth; and/or they choose business
ownership as a counter-movement to xenophobia and racism, using it as a platform to
promote acceptance and a shifting of the status quo.17
Challenging decisions faced by all entrepreneurs include: quantity and method of
production, target customer, location, price, marketing mix, personal evaluation, ongoing
motivation, constant change, and methods for improvement.18 FIE experience additional
barriers such as: negotiating their “right to reside”; little access to credit; being viewed as
a “second-class citizen” and/or a “threat” to native-born jobs; an inability to have their
credentials recognized; limited education and/or inadequate business knowledge; and/or a
lack of English proficiency. As mentioned, FIE are often concentrated in service
occupations which carry lower social status and regularly experience xenophobia and
racism. Few resources for sound financial counseling or organized networking are or
have been available to FIE. Research shows that these barriers persist even as FIEowned businesses mature and prove profitable.19
Despite the challenges and barriers, FIE continue to succeed in business. Success
among FIE (as defined by longevity and entrepreneurial theory20) has many factors.
Most success factors are based on the unique human and social capital each proprietor
brings to her business; but general characteristics for successful female entrepreneurs
include multitasking abilities and high levels of communication. Specifically, women
like to talk more and ask more questions than men; women get better networking results
through oral communication than men; women spend more time on correspondence than
men; and women offer more business referrals. As noted above, women are more likely
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to self-fund their start-up capital which, in turn, leads to lower overhead costs; and are
more likely to have higher confidence in their success than men. Research also suggests
that the higher the level of education achieved by a female entrepreneur, the more
successful her business will be. This is not necessarily the case for male entrepreneurs.21
Success factors attributed to immigrant entrepreneurs, irrespective of gender,
consist of: thrift, hard work, passion, reliance on social network, internal mechanisms of
self-help, innovation, refusal to accept limitations, risk taking, willingness to stick with a
business through change, sensitivity and adaptability to the market, knowledge of their
customers, high quality products, and good customer service.22 Jewish immigrant
entrepreneurs are particularly noted for their willingness and ability to innovate when
challenges arise.23 Female immigrant entrepreneurs (FIE) are noted for their optimism,
ambition, constant improvement of services, and especially their lack of concern over
competition. Nearly all FIE perceive their own services as having a competitive edge
over similar businesses. FIE who are open to both their own ethnic enclave and nonenclave customers are more successful over time than those whose customer bases
remain limited to their own subculture, and FIE with greater English proficiency are more
successful in entrepreneurial business than those who lack English skills.24
The only generally accepted entrepreneurial success factors that have not been
associated with FIE in the literature are pre-planning, research, a comprehensive and upto-date business plan, and membership in the local chamber of commerce or other
professional organization.25 It is also important to recognize that multiple entrepreneurial
attributes of FIE can be considered both success factors and success barriers. For
example: service sector businesses, while often associated with low status, generally
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come with less inventory and small overhead. On the other hand, allowing themselves to
remain relegated to the service sector reproduces the dominant pattern that women and
immigrants are “second class” citizens. Self-financing comes with certain risks and
sacrifices, but, again, often brings with it low overhead and a lack of debt. A lack of fear
allows for good risk taking, high creativity, and a competitive edge; but may decrease
awareness of necessary planning, growth, and promotion.26
Much of the research on entrepreneurs centers around intangible characteristics,
measured by self-reporting and qualitative case studies. And, as a relatively young field,
entrepreneurial research noticeably excludes: longitudinal studies, research following the
2008 economic depression which was especially hard on small businesses, a definitive
study on Holocaust survivor entrepreneurs or other displaced persons of the early 1950s,
and FIE case studies before 1980.27

Jewish Holocaust Survivor Immigrants (United States)
Of the estimated 9.5 million displaced persons (DP) after World War II, 300,000
to 340,000 immigrated to the United States between May 1945 and June 1952. Most, but
not all, were sponsored and supported by social service agencies such as the United
Service for New Americans, Hebrew Immigrant Aid Society (HIAS), or American
Jewish Joint Distribution Committee (JDC), leaving Europe via the port at Bremerhaven,
Germany and entering the United States at New York City. Around 62% settled, at least
initially, in the metropolitan area of New York City, the others spreading out across the
country, including a significant number in the Council Bluffs, Iowa area.28
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It is difficult to estimate with veracity the number of specifically Jewish displaced
persons after the war, as statistics rely on self-reporting; and Jewishness was often
recorded as a nationality, mutually exclusive from descriptors such as “Czechoslovakian”
or “Hungarian.” Especially among a group who had been acculturated into hiding their
Jewish identities, recorded numbers leave much to interpretation. William B. Helmreich,
professor of sociology and Judaic studies, estimates 176,500 Holocaust survivors
immigrated to the United States and Canada between 1945 and 1953. Researcher and
author Carol Bell Ford documents a slightly more conservative estimate comprised of:
15,300 Jewish immigrants under the Truman Directive (December 22, 1945-1947),
80,000 under the Displaced Persons Act (1948-1950), and another 42,000 by 1952;
totaling 137,450 Jewish postwar refugees settled in the United States.29
If the accurate reporting of numbers remains problematic, the factual and holistic
documentation of Jewish survivors’ experiences in the United States is even more so.
Most research is non-representative and can be placed on one side or the other of several
dichotomies (discussed below). Sources of information regarding Holocaust survivors
can generally be divided into three groups: (1) clinical studies involving those who
sought psychological or financial help upon arriving in the United States, (2) media
depictions of the survivors in the years following the war, and (3) randomly selected,
non-clinical oral histories compiled after 1980 when the average age of survivors ranged
from fifty years to seventy years old. While each of these methods has its own
inadequacies, their findings tend to be consistent, if divided, in their themes; and modern
researchers do appear to agree on a number of shared characteristics that allowed postwar
Jewish immigrants to, in the long term, succeed and thrive in the United States.30
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Research documents both a tendency among survivors to remain quiet about their
wartime experiences for fear of psychological pain and exploitation, as well as a tendency
to willingly share their wartime experiences for the sake of preventing future
discrimination and genocide (the most recent research leaning towards the latter
tendency). Both an image of early immigrant success and an image of early immigrant
difficulty have been painted, varying primarily based on the source of the information, as
described in the paragraph above. Clinical studies done on those seeking help offer a
mostly negative picture; propaganda of the 1950s suggests positive assimilation into
society; and oral histories indicate difficulties and struggles which were overcome,
suggesting a blended experience with an ultimately positive conclusion.31
A brief summation of literature documenting the shared demographics of postwar
Jewish immigrants to the United States includes the following findings: immigrants were
typically aged 15 to 35, physically weakened by their time in concentration camps or
other isolation, non-English speaking, still recovering psychologically from their wartime
experiences, and had their educational training interrupted by the war. Despite these
seemingly negative characteristics the majority eventually became successful, as defined
by Helmreich as: having financial wealth, having influence within their community,
receiving promotions and recognition by others in their professions, receiving acclaim by
the public, and/or achieving pride and satisfaction in one’s accomplishments. By 1953,
less than 2% of postwar immigrants required financial assistance, with 34% earning over
$50,000 a year and all equally as likely as American Jews to own their own home.32
Research into the Sh’erit ha-Pletah (“Surviving Remnant”) has become more and
more focused on the reasons for survivors’ success since a movement in the 1980s and
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1990s to record their experiences via oral interviews. Nearly all the literature agrees that
there was/is a cultural disposition among European Jews to work hard, excel, and to stay
unified. On an individual basis, those with a nearby support system (either previously
immigrated family or other Jewish survivors), some level of formal education, business
acumen, willingness to take risks, and a consistent belief in God’s sovereignty were at the
forefront of the group’s early success.33 In addition, the following personality traits have
been isolated to indicate an ability to “lead positive and useful lives following the war”:
flexibility, assertiveness, tenacity, optimism, intelligence/professional skill, distancing
ability, group consciousness, assimilating the knowledge that they survived, finding
meaning in one’s life, and courage. “At least some of these features were present in the
majority of survivors who did well postwar…the greater number of those traits present in
the individual, the greater likelihood of success.”34 It has been argued that these are the
same traits which allowed these individuals to survive the war in the first place, however,
it is also generally accepted that victims of the Holocaust were not in control of their own
destiny and life/death decisions made by their captors were often completely random.35
“The occupation they entered was crucial, for it often determined how they were
to live out the rest of their lives.”36 Professionally, success for Jewish postwar
immigrants often came in the form of entrepreneurship. Naturally disposed to initiative,
hard work, and risk taking, enterprise was a natural fit for many of these Jews. Reacting
to war time experiences, still more survivors wanted autonomy and financial
independence through proprietorship, often feeling they could only trust themselves.37
For many, business “took on a therapeutic quality because it gave them little time to think
about the past” and served to maintain their language and social connections with other
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survivors.38 Also, as a result of poor treatment received in the United States job market,
the immigrants were sometimes left with no other option than to strike out for
themselves. Common problems experienced by Jewish immigrants while working for
others included: Anti-Semitism, being seen as a threat to “American” jobs, lack of
education caused by the disruption of the war, unacceptance of foreign credentials, lack
of English proficiency, refusal to work on the Sabbath, no connections to labor unions,
and, for some, poor health and/or depression.39
While professional and financial success among Holocaust survivor immigrants
was/is common, it must also be noted that under the “shiny veneer” of employment and
hard work, many were/are “irrevocably damaged” and emotionally tormented by “the
constant companionship of their…Holocaust experiences.”40 The ability to cope in the
midst of these trials gives another layer to their “success” in America. Social success for
Jewish postwar immigrants is indicated through: high levels of philanthropic financial
support for Jewish causes, high involvement in Jewish affairs, devout travels to Israel, a
generally favorable attitude toward America, and participation in landsmannschaften.
Continuity of the Jewish community through having children further indicates “they did
not take the position that the world was too horrible a place in which to raise children”
and have, in some way(s) assimilated to their survival. Research into the children of
Holocaust survivors shows generational stability in success. Children of survivors are
“largely middle-class and college-educated,” and more likely than their parents to branch
out into American politics.41
In summary, available literature regarding Jewish immigrant Holocaust survivors
generally excludes the years 1960-1980, and is primarily based on qualitative case studies
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and oral histories. However, what research does exist is fairly thorough and reliable.
Noticeably lacking is a specific source of information on Jewish, Holocaust surviving,
entrepreneurs in the United States.

The Custom Dressmaking Trade (North America, 1930-1990)
All research into dressmaking is relatively recent, as “women’s work” was rarely
studied before 1910, and significantly lacks postwar coverage. Dressmakers often
worked from their homes, their businesses part of the “unofficial economy;” leaving few
records, not easily quantifiable or traceable. Primary sources for the exploration of
dressmakers are typically: narratives of the dressmakers’ clients, who describe their
experiences in letters or journals; surviving garments; newspaper advertisements; city
directories; census records; and probate records.42
Prior to 1930, the dressmaking trade had passed through an evolution of: a
required skill nearly all females used at home to provide clothing for the family (prior to
1750); to a man’s profession of bespoke tailoring (throughout the industrial revolution);
to one of the few acceptable employments for women in the first half of the 19th century
but supervised by men; to a recognized academic pursuit, apprenticeship worthy
vocation, and unionized profession in the second half of the 19th century; to a highly
regarded and socially important women’s entrepreneurial business around the turn of the
century. Unfortunately the advent of mass produced sized paper patterns, the invention
of the sewing machine, the rise of available and quality ready-to-wear garments, the
introduction of loose and simple styles, war rationing and national protectionism,
movement to the suburbs, the increased number of women in the workplace, and the
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golden age of the department store, caused the dressmaking profession to devolve
between 1900 and 1930. 43
It is immediately following the peak of dressmaking, particularly the years 1880
to1920, where much of the existing research is clustered; including the identified sample
studies from Amneus and McShannock, and some of the work by referenced authors
Reed Miller and Buckley. Other oft-cited authors whose primary research falls beyond
the scope of the study, but which supports the study, include: Jean Parsons, Judy Jerde,
Sallye Clark, Sharon Fivel, Wendy Gamber, Mary Allinson, Edna Bryner, Pat Trautman,
Thomas Dublin, Susan Hay, Carol Colburn, Claudia Kidwell, and Jessica Daves. There
is a significant gap in detailing dressmakers after 1930, 44 which will be somewhat
decreased by the documentation of Ilona Berk’s life and work.
Regardless of the significantly reduced demand for custom dressmaking in the
interwar years, a select group of dressmakers continued to work and a number of loyal
customers continued to request custom pieces. The North American dressmakers that
survived the interwar period were joined after World War II by a number of European
immigrants who also had the necessary creativity and concern for quality to succeed.
There are several theories as to why customers continued to seek out dressmakers
following the rise of ready-to-wear (though in lower numbers than before45). Perhaps as
Abraham Maslow would say: “once an economy is productive enough to satisfy most
people’s basic needs, people spend more time and money to satisfy their inner needs.”46
For many postwar customers the function of a dressmaker had changed since the turn of
the century. No longer a necessary expense for the household, because ready-to-wear
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was now easily available, hiring a dressmaker became a luxury reserved for the prestigeseeking wealthy or for select special occasions.47
Fortunately for many dressmakers, the motivation of their craft was never simply
economic, but primarily artistic and emotional. Despite their varied backgrounds and
training levels, these women were “designers as well as craftswomen, artists as well as
artisans,” who found great pleasure and great personal satisfaction in creating their
product. The clothing they made was a “visual representation of their
identity…inextricably tied to their personal landscape.”48 Research by Douglass K.
Hawes goes so far as to suggest a link between the positive psychological health of
artisans and the more time they are able to spend on handwork.49
Dressmakers have been defined in many ways and can function in a number of
different business organizations, including: sole-proprietorship with or without
employees; family groups; employed by a tailor, boutique or department store; or as one
of many dressmakers working under a head designer.50 Dressmakers in sole
proprietorship after 1930 rarely set up shop fronts (in contrast to self-proclaimed
“couturiers” who used salons to rework imported designs for local customers), but
instead worked from home, creating their own designs, using word-of-mouth advertising
and promotion through social capital.51 In 1991, researchers Joyce Starr Johnson, Mary
Ann Littrell, and Rae Reilly identified five types of customer for the Iowan home-based
dressmaker: (1) the comprehensive user who makes use of the custom garment design
services, alteration services, and mending services of a particular dressmaker; (2) the
custom garment and alteration user who makes use of the custom garment design services
and alteration services of a particular dressmaker, but not the mending services; (3) the
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mending and alteration user who does not make use of the custom garment design
services, but instead uses the dressmaker for mending and alterations; (4) the alteration
only user; and (5) the mending only user.52 The current study is primarily interested in
the motivations, behaviors, relationships, demographics, and purchases of comprehensive
users and custom garment/alteration users (approximately 8% of a dressmaker’s clientele
according to Johnson, Littrell and Reilly53), and thus limits further discussion to
customers who worked one on one with their dressmaker during the design and
construction processes of one or more garments.
Comprehensive users and custom garment/alteration users report that they may or
may not have high skill in sewing themselves, that they are willing to travel outside of
their community for dressmaker services, and they are likely to use the custom garment
service again. These users learned about their chosen dressmaker most often through
personal knowledge of the dressmaker, and second most often by receiving a
recommendation from a friend or relative. These users originate from both metropolitan
and rural areas, are likely to have higher education and income than non-users, are likely
to use other custom personal services as well, and are more concerned with self-definition
and expression through clothing than all other users and non-users.54
Oral and narrative histories of dressmaking users offer us the following outline of
the typical “dressmaking process” 55:
1. Discussion of occasion, garment, and material.
Develop a relationship. Perhaps draping.
2. Selection of fabrics. Sketching.
3. Muslin, fittings.
4. Cutting of fashion fabric.
5. Fittings.
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Known for their concern for fabric quality, and precise cutting, dressmakers may or may
not have carried a stock of fabrics, but worked with each individual client to select
material.56
Although their function evolved and demand for their business waned somewhat
in the first quarter of the 20th century, dressmakers remained at the “top of the
needlework hierarchy,” and “associated with fine things.”57 The clothes they created
were exclusive designs with unique technical elements and made from high quality
materials.58

Successful Custom Dressmakers (North America, 1930-1990)
Theories of success among postwar dressmakers can be divided into two
categories: customer motivations and dressmaker characteristics.

Customer Motivations
There were those customers who only used dressmakers for special
occasion/special purpose garments such as wedding dresses, trousseaus, negligees, day
suits, dresses, coats, evening gowns, and maternity; as well as custom embellishments
which are rarely mass produced.59 However, beginning in 1958 and continuing through
the early 1960s there was a markedly renewed interest in quality garments. Perhaps the
novelty of ready-to-wear had worn off or the quality had decreased. In any case, some
consumers were now demanding greater personal satisfaction from their garments;
including creativity, enjoyment, fit, and quality; and would turn to dressmakers to fulfill
their needs, willing to pay whatever it cost.60 Again during the 1970s, in 1981, and in
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1991, a national dissatisfaction with the construction and material quality of available
ready-to-wear was documented in the United States. Repeatedly, customers were driven
to the technical skills of private dressmakers.61
In addition, despite the supposed leveling of fashion in the early twentieth
century, very little ready-to-wear or couture product accommodated women with unusual
figures or special clothing needs. Customers with a “non-standard shape or disability”
sought out individualized products available through custom dressmakers, which allowed
them to be on trend as well as well-fitted. The only other option for many of these
women was to mail-order an adapted garment, pay for it, wait several weeks for its
arrival, and hope that it fit.62
Research completed in 1990 by Eleanor M. Woodson and Patricia E. Horridge
indicated women 65 and older also have difficulty finding well-fitting ready-to-wear
clothing, and may turn to custom dressmakers for help. A follow up inquiry by Sherry
Schofeld-Tomschin in 1994 specified that the older the customer, the more important the
fit of the garment is in her purchasing decision. Participants in the 1994 study again
indicated that ready-to-wear does not provide properly fitting garments for the older
consumer.63
There were also those customers who specifically wanted to stay outside of or
ahead of the popular trends,64 or who preferred the personal attention, privacy, and
individual service provided by dressmakers over the “public event” of department store
shopping. Often customers would develop long-term and sincere friendships with their
dressmakers, and a willingness to stay with their dressmaker even in the event she would
have to raise her prices. In some cases the relationship was valued more than the design
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and workmanship of the dressmaker. Many clients report a genuine intimacy and
therapeutic aspect to their work with a dressmaker who had sensitivity to their needs.
Some relationships even warranted client-financed buying trips or financial support
during the loss of a spouse.65 A long-term relationship also allowed for garment
alterations and updates as needed. And working with a custom dressmaker allowed
women to “choose for themselves” what they found fashionable where they had
previously been granted few opinions.66
According to McShannock’s 2009 thesis, customers would also ask their
Midwestern dressmakers to interpret a trend or modern style in a more “Midwestern”
way. The couture samples imported from Europe, American high fashions, and their
ready-to-wear copies were not always appropriate for the conservative traditions, harsh
climate, or rural social activities of women living in the Midwest. Additional research
documented in Palmer’s thesis, “The Myth and Reality of Haute Couture, Consumption,
Social Function and Taste in Toronto, 1945-1963,” indicates that European designs were
often toned down for local Toronto taste throughout the late forties and the fifties.67
Dressmakers were also known to play to their older clients’ nostalgia by continuing use
of techniques from earlier in the century, such as applique and scalloping, and mixing
them into the newer trends.68
The business of clients who had continued to use dressmakers throughout the rise
of ready-to-wear began to ebb in the late forties and early fifties as these women aged.
However, there was a new surge of clients in the late fifties and early sixties, as the
daughters of older clients began to frequent the dressmakers their mothers had used. In
addition, the social roles of these daughters grew in the early sixties, as they attended
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private schools or universities, and/or got married. Average family income also grew
during this time allowing for more luxury items such as custom garments.69
Literature also indicates briefly the following phenomena as potential consumer
motivators towards frequenting custom dressmakers after 1930: between the German
occupation of France in June 1940 and the Liberation of Paris in 1945, North America
had essentially no contact with the French fashion industry, its publications, and its
previously prevalent influence on commercially made designer and ready-to-wear
clothing, forcing customers to look elsewhere for inspiration; circa 1948, the prices of
ready-to-wear were often prohibitive, as women left the workforce to return home and the
economy had not completely stabilized from the preceding war; in the late 1950s,
conversely, many women entered or re-entered the workforce, leaving them little time for
their own sewing; and perhaps consumers just liked having lots of options in design and
price.70
Above all, women often secure their social status, their prestige, through their
garments; and more than anything else, private dressmakers offer exclusive garments of
perceived expensiveness, novelty, uniqueness, social power indication, and technical
quality. 71

Dressmaker Characteristics
It has already been noted that custom dressmakers are associated with high quality
materials, expert techniques, and skilled workmanship. In particular, the specialized task
of fabric cutting (to get the most pattern pieces out of the fewest yards of fabric, specific
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to the client’s shape, the fabric pattern, and the garment design), could make or break a
dressmaker’s success.72
Successful dressmakers between 1930 and 1990 have further been documented to:
Have relationships with their local fabric store owners73
Have a variety of embellishment skills such as beading, knitting, crochet,
embroidery, and applique74
Have the ability to “spot a trend and interpret it,” cutting patterns by the eye75
Have a thorough understanding of current fashionable trends, and keep up with
changes, but avoid short lived fads76
Have access to fashion periodicals and imported fabrics (postwar)77
Design around a specific fabric78
Complete a garment themselves without contracting out any work or allowing
multiple seamstresses to handle the piece79
Have excellent spatial vision, knowledge of anatomy and changes in body due to
age and life events, dynamic forms and asymmetry80
Take advantage of selvages, use detailed techniques such as covered snaps and
deep hems81
Perform quick work82
Always line and finish a garment well83
Have a high community profile, be involved in professional, church or social
activities (social capital)84
Accept personal checks85

The nature of their business exposed twentieth century dressmakers to seasonal
slumps, local competition, limited operating capital, and to their client’s whims, timing,
and ability to pay. However, dressmakers did not necessarily work from economic
necessity, but did value their independence, flexible schedule, and ability to work from
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home. Their income, though not comparable to men’s, was still one of the highest among
working women.86

Global Fashion System and Retail Climate (Europe and North America, 1945-1990)
Literature reviewed for the “Global Fashion System and Retail Climate, 19451990” section is intended to create a portrait of the United States clothing customer and
her retail options during the years Ilona was working. This era was one of many
economic ups and downs, many marketplace changes, and many social movements; each
fluctuation having its own unique impact on fashion trends and fads.
Much of the available research on fashion trends between 1945 and1990 is
centered around the highly visible, radical movements, which had direct impact on high
end fashion, but not necessarily a large impact on mainstream, popular fashion
(particularly in the United States).87 Or, trend research documents the volley of power in
fashion design, from Paris to London to Milan to New York and back around, throughout
the mid twentieth century.88 Reviewed economic research rarely mentions clothing retail,
and research on the marketplace (retail options) is primarily self-congratulatory for
“democratizing” fashion and bringing it to the masses. Only brief references are made to
those customers of the higher class who lost some access to couture, designer, and
custom garments when fashion was leveled, and authors seem to prefer to ignore any
negative consequences associated with the fall of the department store and the rise of the
shopping center.
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The Economy (United States)
For the United States, World War II was a period of great economic growth, and
the years immediately following the war continued to be prosperous. 1945 to 1970 was a
golden era, seeing the maturation of war bonds, the growth of an educated middle class
(in part due to the use of the GI Bill), the introduction of mainframe business computers,
and steady increases in the gross domestic product (with the exception of years 1945,
1949, 1953, 1958, and 1960). It was an era of increased public spending and prosperity,
a greatly expanded middle class, a shift in the occupational mix (from blue-collar to
white-collar employment), and the rise of cheap mass transportation.89
Unfortunately, high levels of government spending, low tax rates, and a decline in
manufacturing throughout these golden years resulted in an economic crash in
1970/1971. Followed almost immediately by the oil crisis of 1973/1974, the United
States economy suffered from high inflation, high interest rates, and low productivity.
Despite the economic inadequacies, disposable income for all ages continued to grow.
This, combined with the over-population of youth resulting from the postwar baby boom,
ushered in the consumerism movement which had started in the 1960s but had taken hold
by the 1970s. Self-absorption, “me-ism,” and increased demand for convenience and
bargain pricing characterized the United States consumer.90

The Marketplace
Prior to World War I and throughout the interwar years, fashion consumers
shopped primarily via model transmission where Parisian design houses would distribute
bonded models (sample garments subject to specific rules and taxes) for purchase or
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order. Following World War II, however, the model transmission system became too
expensive and designers became more protective of their ideas. At the same time readyto-wear continued to grow (1940s-1950s), syndicated copy houses were created to allow
for the continued distribution of high end fashion. By the 1960s, there was an
“intermediary” industry for the communication between haute couture and ready-to-wear
where ideas were shared back and forth. Ready-to-wear was able to pick up on what
couture was doing and replicate it more quickly than any time before.91
Boutique shops had begun as a retail outlet for imported, couture fashion, but by
their peak in the 1960s and 1970s, had transformed into “laboratories” of style which
may still have carried couture, but specialized in new, local ideas. Private, family owned
department stores, which, from the early 1900s had offered exclusive services and the
latest designer fashions to debutantes and the financially privileged, had to either
downsize, close, or open their doors to the masses after World War II; participating in the
distribution of democratized ready-to-wear.92
Many department stores were able to maintain their designer departments for
several more decades, separating them from the “career woman” and “misses”
departments by floor and service level. However, mid-century consumers were migrating
to the suburbs, demanding convenience, and searching for bargain prices. New retail
formats, such as corporately owned department stores and discount stores, entered the
market. Having to either compete with corporations, discount stores, or with themselves
by opening additional branches in outlying communities; centrally located, urban
department stores began to deteriorate; and the era of the shopping mall began to take
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shape in the early 1970s. Notably, most department stores did not take their designer
departments with them when moving to the suburbs or other outlying shopping centers.93
American and British designers had been without the influence of France for four
years during World War II, focusing on simplicity, utility, patriotism, and sportswear.
Following the war, European influence returned to the United States, but this time
American designers too were responsible for setting trends and producing high fashion.94
The fifties saw a return to domesticity for some women, a return to “society” for
others, and continued presence in the workforce for still others.95 There was a great
postwar interest in new fabrications, new concepts, and cross-fertilization with art. These
were followed quickly by the anti-fashion of the hippie revolution.96 The “Italian Look”
of unstructured jackets, easy dressing, androgyny, and “ethnic chic” took over in the
1970s; a sense of fantasy and a rejection of authority. By the 1980s, baby boomers were
reaching middle age and renewing interest in business, etiquette, and conservatism. Paris
couture regained most of its stature and respect throughout the eighties, and ready-towear became a place to flaunt brand names and labels.97

The fashion system between 1945 and 1990 saw a huge growth in the white
collar, middle class consumer with disposable income. However, it also saw increased
inflation and the inability of a dollar to go as far as it once had. By the 1960s, ready-towear clothing manufacturers could easily copy European designers, and by the 1970s
anti-fashion and local designs were in vogue. Department stores had to expand their
customer bases, and in doing so may have alienated some of their long time, elite
customers.98 The average American, female consumer had more choice in her clothing
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than ever before; was encouraged to buy American and to highlight her sexuality more
than ever before; and was more self-absorbed than ever before. But the remnant of
“tycoon wives,” elite customers who had not bought into the mainstream trends, was
seeking imported designs, American near-couture, or custom made garments that few
others had access to.99

Southeast Nebraska Regional Fashion System and Retail Climate (1945-1990)
In Southeast Nebraska between 1945 and 1990, the economy essentially followed
national trends, seeing large and enduring spikes in median family income between 1949
($2,829) and 1959 ($4,862), and also between 1959 ($4,862) and 1969 ($8,562).
Agricultural industry, the most important in the Midwest until the 1980s, suffered from
over production and water problems in the 1970s and early 1980s. Nebraska held its own
by diversifying into manufacturing and transportation throughout the mid-to-late
twentieth century and consistently remained at approximately 0.7% of the United States’
total income.100
Despite its more conservative nature and tendency for slower change than coastal
states, the fashion system in Nebraska between 1945 and 1990 can similarly be
represented by the rise and fall of local department stores. Adding on, purchasing new
space, and growing their staff throughout the forties, fifties, and sixties; family owned
department stores such as Gold’s, Magee’s, Miller and Paine, Ben Simon’s, Kilpatrick’s,
Brandeis’, The Nebraska, and Hovland-Swanson were the primary places to shop for
most Nebraskans. Gold’s had become the first Midwestern department store to install air
conditioning in 1936; Miller and Paine put in Nebraska’s first escalators in 1937, and was
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the first store in the country to employ electronically read price tags in 1979. HovlandSwanson was known for its trunk shows; bringing in high end [American] designer
samples from the likes of Teal Traina, Philip Sills, and Geoffrey Beene; for fashion
shows and exclusive shopping experiences. Several stores offered personal shopping
services,101 and Kilpatrick’s “The French Room,” “offered some of the finest women’s
clothes available.”102 These stores seemed to offer something to everyone, having
separate departments to cater to career women, juniors, misses, and those seeking
designer garments. Customers requiring specially fit garments, however, may have been
neglected as it does not appear in referenced public record that any stores in Southeast
Nebraska offered custom garment making services.103
By the late sixties designer departments began shrinking; and gradually, many of
the local department store families sold their businesses to corporate retailers, created
bargain basements or thrift floors, and/or moved locations to the suburban shopping
malls. This continued slowly through the seventies and into the eighties, giving way to
chain stores which catered to the lowest price, rather than to the pleasure of the customer.
Those customers who still attended society events such as military balls, mortar board
fetes, Ak-Sar-Ben pageants, junior league dances, and gubernatorial inauguration balls;
or those customers simply looking for couture influenced design; had fewer and fewer
retail choices.104
The alternative to designer retail, custom dressmakers, was widely available in
Southeast Nebraska throughout the mid-century. But the dressmaking business
experienced shrinkage each decade until only a few were listed in the Lincoln city
directory at the beginning of the eighties, and then resurged as a new generation took
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over in the mid-eighties and into the nineties. In the 1955 Lincoln City Directory
dressmakers; including both individuals and companies such as Brown’s Dressmaking
Shop and Mary Jane Garment Company; could be found under multiple yellow page
listings: alteration shops, clothing manufacturers, corsetiers, dressmakers, ladies’ tailors,
men’s tailors, and tailors. In 1955 the dressmaker listing contained seventeen names. By
1958, listings for alteration shops, clothing manufacturers, and corsetiers, had
disappeared; the number of listed dressmakers remained steady at nineteen but had only
nine names in common with the 1955 directory. The number of listed tailors in the 1958,
now combined into one category, was ten. The Lincoln city directory was subsequently
reviewed for every fifth year beginning with the 1960 publication and ending with the
1990 edition (Appendix B). In 1960 the number of dressmakers had a small decrease to
fifteen, with thirteen names carried over from the 1958 directory. Tailors in 1960
remained steady at ten, with nine names recurring. 1965 documented fourteen
dressmakers with only five carried over from five years previous, and nine tailors listed
with a carry-over of seven. By 1970, dressmakers were down 50% to seven listings, with
four carried over from 1965, and tailors had been reduced to five, although four of those
tailors had remained in business since at least 1965. The 1970 directory also saw the
alteration shop renewed as a yellow pages category, with one listing.105
1975 and 1980 saw the lowest number of listed dressmakers and tailors: two and
one dressmaker listings respectively, and only one tailor listing each year. An apparent
rebirth of the profession in the early eighties could be read into the nine dressmaker
listings and nine tailor listings of the 1985 city directory; followed by the eleven
dressmaker listings and six tailor listings in 1990. A numerical summary of the city
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directory review is presented in Appendix B. Ilona Berk was not listed as a dressmaker,
tailor, alteration shop or any other proprietor in the yellow pages of the reviewed
directories. 106
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Chapter 3
Methodology
Sample Studies
The author has been particularly inspired by the work of Alexandra Palmer, the E.
Vaughan Curator of Fashion/Costume at the Royal Ontario Museum in Toronto, Canada.
Palmer’s “The Myth and Reality of Haute Couture, Consumption, Social Function and
Taste in Toronto,” serves as the methodological starting point for the current study.
Palmer’s three fold approach delineates the following research objectives: identify
characteristics of taste in the surrounding community (at their time and place in history),
identify the consumer, and identify the function and importance of the garments within
the context of the first two objectives. Her methodology “weds material culture with oral
history, film and printed archival research” to track the function of near-couture dress in
postwar Toronto “from production, distribution and consumption, to its use and meaning
in [societal] context.” Dress historian Lou Taylor, in reviewing the work of Palmer,
writes: “[Palmer] consistently places close artefact research and assessment within a
carefully constructed framework of cultural and social analysis.” In addition, Palmer’s
“Virtual Home Dressmaking: Dressmakers and Seamstresses in Post-War Toronto,”
which examines the shared characteristics of successful dressmakers, serves to inform
both the methodology and the literature review of the current study. 1
Further inspiration for the study was derived from Cynthia Amneus’
comprehensive look at 1920s Cincinnati, Ohio through the lens of the city’s dressmakers
in “A Separate Sphere”, and from Linda McShannock’s thesis “A Living for the Earnest,
a Fortune for the Capable: Dressmaking in Minneapolis, 1880-1920,” which examines
the lives of Minneapolis dressmaker Madame Rose Boyd and her customers at the turn of
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the century. Amneus creates a relatable and thorough snapshot of Cincinnati’s fashion
system by describing the historic, economic, social, motivational, and even topographical
characteristics of the community, making the city itself a key player in the system. Her
interdisciplinary scope and methodology also serve to offer a “microcosm of a national
phenomenon,” as the study will attempt to emulate. McShannock’s approach is more
personal, exploring the relationship between the dressmaker and the customer, and the
significant role of the customer as a member of the fashion system. The Palmer,
Amneus, and McShannock studies were chosen for their successful use of multiple
research methods and inclusion of artifact-based research. When combined, they form
the three pronged definition of fashion system that the study employs. That is: the taste
and trends of the day, the city itself (economy and marketplace), and the customer.2
In addition, the writings of Rosemary E. Reed Miller, Valerie Steele, and Cheryl
Buckley have been referenced for their foci on contemporary, individual, female
designers and dressmakers. The referenced works discuss both well-known designers
and historically marginalized dressmakers, with biographies of various depth and breadth.
However, these authors consistently highlight the social background, training, job
experiences, working conditions, customers, criticisms, and business methods of each
dressmaker, while also examining the influence each woman had on the fashion system
as a whole. Reed Miller, Steele, and Buckley are also generous in their coverage of each
dressmaker’s outside interests and activities, personality traits, and struggles overcome.3
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Methodology
Palmer’s three fold approach is mirrored in the chosen methodology for the study,
with slightly different objectives giving impetus, based on what the author has
hypothesized were the vital components in Ilona’s success. Thus, the methodological
objectives of the current study are: identify characteristics of the dressmaker, identify
relevant characteristics of the surrounding fashion system, and identify the characteristics
and functions of the garments produced by Ilona. The chosen methods; material culture,
oral interviews, review of scholarly works and archival research; working together under
the accepted theoretical framework, will track the function of near-couture dress in
postwar Nebraska on the entrepreneurial success of custom designer and dressmaker
Ilona Berk.
Working from and expanding on the methodological framework of the identified
sample studies, the current research takes the shape of a qualitative, interdisciplinary
study. First, previously published scholarly sources and archival public records will be
examined. Second, semi-structured, voluntary oral interviews will take place with
specifically identified individuals who have close personal or business ties to the focus of
the study, Ilona. Third, extant garments known to have belonged to and/or have been
made by Ilona will be examined both individually and as a group using a modified E.
McClung Fleming model of artifact study.

Method 1: Published Scholarly Works and Archival Public Records
Topics of research included the dressmaking trade, clothing trends, fashion
business, economics, retail options, entrepreneurship, home based businesses, Nebraska
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social activities, and any available public information on Ilona or her customers and
associates. Examples of utilized scholarly works include: books, peer-reviewed journal
articles, dissertations, and theses. Examples of utilized archival records include:
newspaper articles, newspaper advertisements, magazines, city directories, and other
public records. Personal and business documents directly from the subject were not
available for inclusion in the research at this time, but are recommended for future
examination.
Effective use of scholarly works and archival public records is evidenced by the
creation of a realistic, relevant background of the study’s foci: custom dressmakers,
fashion systems, Southeast Nebraska, and Ilona. In addition, it bridges the gaps of
knowledge inevitable to oral interviews and artifact research and informs the research
findings. No methodology stands alone in the study, each one informing the others. 4

Method 2: Semi-structured Oral Interviews
Based on recommendations by Ilona’s son Jim and by subsequent interviews, the
four following associates of Ilona were identified for final interviews: Marcia Kushner,
friend of Ilona; Nancy Coren, friend of Ilona; Becky Mordland, neighbor and caretaker of
Ilona; and Stephanie Schaffer, sewing intern under Ilona.5 Jim Berk was willing to
participate in a second interview, bringing the total number of completed semi-structured
oral interviews to six. Also included for examination was a previously recorded and
published video interview given by Ilona to the University of Southern California Shoah
Foundation in 1996 as part of the Holocaust Survivor Digital Archival Project.6
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Oral interviews with identified subjects were conducted on a voluntary basis by
the author, and took place via telephone or in-person in the subject’s own home. A set of
guiding interview questions was prepared by the author (Appendix C), however, the
interviews were highly flexible and dependent on the subject’s relationship with Ilona.
All interviews were recorded digitally and coded for recurring themes. 7
Oral interviews have the capacity to recover emotions and experiences lost to
recorded history, and to provide a unique look into period specific social and cultural
attitudes simply by listening to the subjects speak. Oral interviews can also offer realism
to ground popular, oft-repeated theories or idealized memories. Successful oral
interviews: invite a sense of intimacy, have participation and interaction of both the
researcher and the interviewee, draw out recurring themes, and reveal individual
contributions.8
To serve as effective research tools, oral interviews must rely on other
methodologies for verification, be interpreted within a viable theoretical framework, and
be critically evaluated for interviewer bias. For the study, the oral interviews have been
combined with scholarly works, public records, and artifact analysis to establish findings;
have been interpreted within the established theoretical framework; and have been be
recorded to lower the risk of bias.9
Due to the biographical nature of the oral interviews, which will not be used to
generalize knowledge of any particular subject, the study has been granted exemption
from the Institutional Review Board. The University of Nebraska-Lincoln “IRB Review
of Oral History Projects” states: “Oral history interviews, that only document specific
historical events or the experiences of individuals or communities over different time
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periods, would not constitute ‘human subjects research’ as they would not support or lead
to the development of a hypothesis in a manner that would have predictive value.”
However, the “Principles for Oral History and Best Practices for Oral History” as
published by the Oral History Association have been reviewed and applicable policies
will be followed throughout the research process. 10

Method 3: Artifact-based Material Culture Research
The University of Nebraska-Lincoln’s Historic Costume Collection houses
ninety-two pieces of Ilona’s personal wardrobe, making up approximately fifty-one
ensembles (Appendix D). Select ensembles from those identified as made by Ilona were
examined individually to identify specific skills, signature techniques and/or material
choices associated with her work, and to analyze “the ways in which the artifact [group]
explicitly implements, expresses, and documents [her] particular way of life.”11
Method of garment selection for individual examination was as follows: First,
each of the fifty-one ensembles in the collection was assigned an approximate date, based
primarily on style, fabrication, and manufacturer’s labeling (if available).12 Second, the
ensembles were separated by presumed maker. Eighteen ensembles were identified as
“Maker: Ilona Berk” based on their: 1) lack of professional tags or labels, 2) propensity
of hand stitching, and 3) lack of machine overcast stitching.13 Two ensembles were
categorized as “Maker: Unknown” due to their use of machine overcasting, but lack of
professional tags or labels and lack of any logoed details. Two ensembles were
categorized as “Maker: Dual Maker” as they bear logoed details or professional tags, but
appear that they have been hand-embellished after market, likely by Ilona. One piece of
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the collection is a length of blue houndstooth yardage and was not considered for
individual evaluation. The remaining twenty-eight ensembles were determined to be
commercially manufactured based on the presence of, or evidence of previously affixed,
professional tags or labels. A complete list of ensembles with descriptions, approximate
dates, and maker categorizations is available in Appendix D.
Third, ten of the eighteen Ilona Berk original ensembles were selected for close
individual examination. The ten selected garments were chosen based on their estimated
dates, which span Ilona’s career; the variety of occasion and function they represent; the
breadth of materials used; and their aesthetic features. These items, again, are indicated
in Appendix D, and pictured below (Figures 2-11).

Figure 2. Object 2014.003.002,
Berk orginal, 1980s
Photo credit: University of NebraskaLincoln Historic Costume Collection

Figure 3. Object 2014.003.031 A-B,
Berk original, late 1940s
Photo credit: University of NebraskaLincoln Historic Costume Collection
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Figure 4.Object 2014.003.033 A-C,
Berk original, c. 1961
Photo credit: University of NebraskaLincoln Historic Costume Collection

Figure 6. Object 2014.003.041 A-C,
Berk original, late 1970s
Photo credit: University of NebraskaLincoln Historic Costume Collection

Figure 5. Object 2014.003.040 A-C,
Berk original, 1970s
Photo credit: University of NebraskaLincoln Historic Costume Collection

Figure 7. Object 2014.003.042 A-E,
Berk original, early 1970s
Photo credit: University of NebraskaLincoln Historic Costume Collection
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Figure 8. Object 2014.003.043 A-B,
Berk original, 1960s
Photo credit: University of NebraskaLincoln Historic Costume Collection

Figure 9. Object 2014.003.047 A-B,
Berk original, 1970s
Photo credit: University of NebraskaLincoln Historic Costume Collection

Figure 10. Object 2014.003.048 A-B,
Berk originals, 1970s
Photo credit: University of NebraskaLincoln Historic Costume Collection

Figure 11. Object 2014.003.049 A-D,
Berk originals, 1990s
Photo credit: University of NebraskaLincoln Historic Costume Collection
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Referencing sewing manuals and couture handbooks compiled by experts such as
Linda Maynard, Claire Shaeffer, and Connie Amaden-Crawford, an Object Survey
Instrument (Appendix E) was created by the author specifically for individual
examinations of the ten selected Ilona Berk original ensembles. The instrument was
designed to facilitate the thorough description of the garments; to identify materials,
techniques, and decorative choices commonly used by Ilona; and to enumerate which
materials, techniques and decorative choices commonly used by Ilona could be
considered near-couture.14 During the completion of the Object Surveys one portion of
the instrument dealing with collar interfacing methods was eliminated. A blank copy of
the five page Object Survey can be viewed in Appendix E, with the highlighted portions
indicating those techniques considered near-couture.15 For the purposes of the study, the
Object Survey does not include garment measurements or sizing indicators. These
components are suggested for inclusion in future research.
Following completion of the individual Object Surveys (Appendix F), fiber
content identification for the Berk original ensembles was performed via fiber
microscopy, burn tests, and solubility tests (Appendix G). Fiber samples were taken from
areas of fabric or thread fraying that would not damage or compromise the garments.
The author attempted to take samples of all fabrics and threads used in each garment, but
in some cases no appropriate fiber sample was available. Fiber samples were examined
on slides prepared by the author and visually compared to photomicrographs of known
samples in the 2002 Technical Manual of the American Association of Textile Chemists
and Colorists, and in J.J. Pizzuto’s Fabric Science. Fiber samples were then subjected to
burn testing over an alcohol burner flame, with each sample being tested twice. Finally,
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acetone solubility testing was completed only on samples remaining unconfirmed after
fiber microscopy and burn testing, where indicators of acetate fiber were present. Results
of the fiber content identification are reported in Appendix G. Fabrication names were
added to the Object Surveys after Fiber Identification was complete.16
Results of the individual examinations were compiled into two tables of results
and a Group Artifact Analysis following a modified version of the E. McClung Fleming
method of artifact study, all of which are presented in Chapter 4: Findings. E. McClung
Fleming was one of the first researchers to develop a methodology for the “analysis and
interpretation” of both practical and artistic objects as primary source material. His 1974
article “Artifact Study: A Proposed Model” for the Winterthur Portfolio, outlines and
details “a fivefold classification of the basic properties of an artifact and a set of four
operations to be performed on these properties.”17 Fleming identifies the five basic
properties of an artifact as: history, material, construction, design, and function. The
operations he proposes for each property are: identification, evaluation, cultural analysis
and interpretation. 18 Fleming’s definitions for these properties and operations are found
in Chapter 1: Definition of Key Terms. For the purposes of the study, the resulting
artifact study offers identification and evaluation for each of the five basic properties of
the ten selected Berk original ensembles.
Effective artifact-based research is evidenced by: the use of an orderly,
retraceable approach; a literacy for the objects studied; a lack of bias or preconceived
notions about the artifact (as much as is possible); and the use of excellent observation,
analytical techniques, and interdisciplinary supplemental sources.19 Effective artifactbased research allows for intuitive leaps based on physical evidence put through a formal
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process and results in: an understanding of the objects’ “cultural significance as well as
their physical nature and function;”20 an illumination of other historical sources; support
for findings derived from other methodologies; and “evidence of attitudes, belief systems,
and assumptions which shed light on a culture.”21 Effective artifact-based research does
not stand-alone as a methodology and will not necessarily result in answers to all initial
research inquiries.
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Chapter 4
Findings
Method 1
Findings of the study resulting from Method 1, Published Scholarly Works and
Archival Public Records are reported in two parts. First, a summary restating the major
themes of the literature review, as they are integral in answering the established research
questions and represent data that may be lost if not reiterated and applied in current
research. Second, a summary of additional relevant findings from public record. Public
records have also contributed to the partial biography of Ilona, presented later in this
chapter.

Summary of Literature Review
As detailed in the earlier literature review, there are previously established, shared
characteristics of successful FIE; when success is defined by venture longevity and
overall personal satisfaction of the proprietor. These characteristics include: motivation
by work and family balance and autonomy, personal satisfaction, multitasking abilities,
communication skills, thrift, hard work, passion, an active social network, refusal to
accept limitations, innovation, risk taking, adaptability, knowledge of their customers,
high quality products, good customer service, optimism, ambition, constant improvement,
lack of concern over competition, ethnic diversity of customers, and English proficiency.1
Additionally established by the literature, successful Jewish Holocaust survivor
immigrants exhibit shared characteristics; when success is defined via Helmreich as:
financial wealth, influence in their community, recognition by others in their profession,
acclaim by the public, and pride and satisfaction in one’s accomplishments.2 Identified
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success characteristics include: hard work, unification with other survivors, a nearby
support system, some level of formal education, business acumen, willingness to take
risks, consistent belief in God’s sovereignty, flexibility, assertiveness, tenacity, optimism,
intelligence/professional skill, distancing ability, group consciousness, assimilating the
knowledge that they survived, finding meaning in one’s life, courage, and
entrepreneurship. Aspects of social success have also been indicated through:
philanthropy, involvement in Jewish affairs, devout travels to Israel, a favorable attitude
toward America, participation in landsmannschaften, and having children.3
Documented private dressmakers also have shared success factors. Such as:
creativity, concern for quality product, original designs, social networking, meaningful
relationships with their customers, precise cutting and fitting skills, relationships with
local fabric store owners, embellishment skills, trend knowledge, access to imported
periodicals and fabrics, ability to design around a specific fabric, ability to complete all
aspects of a garment themselves, excellent spatial vision, knowledge of anatomy, quick
work, independence and flexibility.4
The literature review also attempted to establish what constituted “prestige
garments” between 1945 and 1990. The ideal symbolic meaning of garments among
middle to upper class consumers is that of high status. The characteristics of a garment
which communicate the desired symbolic meaning of high status via societal reactions;
that is: “prestige garments;” include: perceived expensiveness, novelty, uniqueness,
social power indication, and technical quality. They are not mainstream ready-to-wear
garments, but garments associated with couture or near-couture designs; garments made
from fine fabrics with specific, quality construction techniques and detailed
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embellishments; well-tailored or custom fit garments which came in coordinated
ensembles for a put-together and sophisticated look.5
In Southeast Nebraska, a market for novel, unique, quality, and perceived
expensive garments remained through the 1990s due to the continuation of the Ak-SarBen pageant and other society events; but local department stores had followed the
national trend of expanding their customer base and reducing their designer departments.
Private dressmakers in Southeast Nebraska continued to work fairly successfully through
the 1970s but their careers were inconsistent and their numbers dwindled by 1985.

Additional Relevant Findings
In examining local newspapers for Southeast Nebraska; such as the Lincoln
Journal, the Lincoln Star, the Lincoln Journal Star, and the Omaha World Herald;
throughout the career of Ilona, there appears to be a class system among department
stores. Primarily noted was the tendency of Hovland-Swanson and Kilpatrick’s to
advertise in the evening papers geared toward the business minded; and vice versa, the
tendency for Gold’s, Magee’s, Brandeis, and Ben Simon’s to advertise in the morning
papers geared toward the homemaker. 6 Perhaps no more than an indication of their
target markets, these advertising trends could also indicate the opinions of consumers
towards the stores themselves.
Newspapers as well as family and university records have provided a clearer
picture of Ms. Alice V. Abel (1924-2005), who is known to have been Ilona’s most
consistent and enduring client. Considered a “civic leader and philanthropist,” Alice was
a daughter of George P. and Hazel H. Abel, the founder of Abel Construction (now
NEBCO) and a United States senator, respectively. Alice commuted between her homes
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in Lincoln, Nebraska and San Diego, California, serving on the boards and leadership of
the University of Nebraska Foundation, Nebraska Wesleyan University, American
Mothers Inc., Nebraska Mothers Association, Abel Family Foundation, Wesleyan Arts
Council, Nebraska Commission on the Status of Women, Cedars Home for Children,
Houses of Hope of Nebraska, Junior League, Lincoln Women’s Club, and Kappa Kappa
Gamma. Alice, known to have a strong interest in fashion and designers, received
numerous awards such as Lincoln Woman of the Year in 1980; was known for funding
and supervising the construction of Hazel Abel Park in Lincoln; and the Alice Abel
Arboretum at Nebraska Wesleyan University bears her name today.7
Less is known of Eloise Agee (1923-2012), another prominent client of Ilona’s;
but Eloise too was an active community member. Eloise served on the boards of First
National Bank of Minden, The Rogers Foundation, Junior League, The Lincoln Country
Club, The Lincoln Community Playhouse, and The Nebraska Art Association. She was
also a member of Kappa Kappa Gamma and participated in the Ak-Sar-Ben pageant.8
Review of public documents revealed no record of a business license held by
Ilona in the state of Nebraska. However, the Secretary of State keeps standard business
license records for only seven to ten years, so it is possible that Ilona held such a license
at one time. Articles of incorporation are kept on file, but none indicate Ilona’s
involvement.9
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Method 2
Findings of the study resulting from Method 2, Semi-structured Oral Interviews,
first offer a partial biography of Ilona (supplemented by public records) and second,
present additional themes which emerged naturally as interviews were performed.

Partial Biography
Born in Kezmarok, Czechoslovakia, in 1918 to Jewish parents, Ilona was one of
seven children raised speaking German, Hungarian and Yiddish. In her early teens, the
family relocated to Uzohord, Czechoslovakia. Upon the death of her father in 1932 Ilona
was taken out of school and began going door to door sewing for profit.10 She states in a
recorded interview from June 1996: “I used my common sense and I taught myself to
sew…I was a little dressmaker who could make something out of nothing and who made
it different than anybody else.”11 After a few years, Ilona owned her own dress salon in
Uzohord, but the Hungarian occupation of southern Czechoslovakia (the Subcarpathian
Rus annex) in 1938 brought anti-Semitism to the region and Ilona was required to take on
a non-Jewish business partner or close her shop. The occupation, however, also provided
Ilona with Hungarian citizenship which allowed her to travel to Budapest and Vienna to
make business connections. Her Hungarian citizenship would also protect Ilona when
Slovakian Jews (central Czechoslovakia, the Slovakian annex) were deported to ghettos
and camps as early as 1939.12
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It was not until 1943 that Ilona, her
mother, her four sisters, and one of her
brothers were confined to a ghetto in
Uzohord because of their Jewish religion.
The next year, in May, they were taken by
train to Auschwitz, the “destroying camp.”
Ilona recalls the “brown shantung suit” she
was wearing when she arrived as Auschwitz,

Figure 12. Hungarian Transport arrival at
Auschwitz, May 1944; Ilona Berk is pictured in
the background
Photo credit: Holocaust Memorial Center

and the “old black stage shoes” which, my some miracle, she was allowed to keep when
everyone else’s shoes were taken.13 Ilona spent time in at least five different
concentration camps, and would offer her various skills at each one to survive. Cleaning
and sewing for the blockaltester and stubenaltester provided information and protection
for herself, her mother, and her sisters. Cigarettes made from the dropped butts of the
guards were traded for bread. Refusing to take the “easy” tasks, but instead taking on the
most difficult work she could, kept Ilona from being beaten. Her deft fingers, honed
from delicate sewing, allowed Ilona the envied job of inserting ball bearings into
machines while imprisoned at the Braunschweig-Bussing camp’s underground airplane
factory. She also offered her language skills, translating from the guards to her fellow
prisoners: “I did everything I could and I used my head in every minute…I always
translated so people should have hope…we survived because we loved one another and
we shared what we had.”14
Ilona, her mother, three surviving sisters, and her old black stage shoes were
liberated from the Helmstedt-Beendorf camp by Danish and Swedish Red Cross in May
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of 1945. After recovering from near starvation and severe louse infestation which nearly
caused her to lose her right arm, Ilona was able to settle in Stockholm, Sweden and
support herself and her mother as a dressmaker and tailor to Princess Sibylla of Sweden
(mother of Sweden’s current monarch King Carl XVI Gustaf) and other politician’s
wives. Ilona’s initial introduction to Princess Sibylla was through Folke Bernadotte,
Count of Wisberg; who, in his position as Vice President of the Swedish Red Cross, had
negotiated the release of at least 31,000 camp prisoners between 1943 and 1945. Ilona
credited Count Bernadotte with her liberation and following her post-war recovery, had
persistently visited the Swedish palace multiple times until she was allowed in to offer
him her gratitude.15
Her work in Stockholm provided Ilona with a
private penthouse apartment, and her clients would
frequently bring her gifts from their travels. Her favorite
was a particular perfume from Paris. However, in 1948
Ilona’s mother expressed the desire to leave Europe for
the United States. Ilona and her surviving family
immigrated to New York City where, again, she worked
Figure 13. Samuel and Ilona Berk,
wedding day; March 8, 1953, New
York City
Photo courtesy of JimBerk

as a dressmaker; this time for Thayer, Inc. In her 1996
interview, Ilona critiqued Thayer on their use of mass

cutting machines and insisted that the only way to properly construct a bias cut dress was
to drape it on the body and cut the fabric individually.16
In March of 1953, after meeting him the previous year on a beach in Miami,
Florida, Ilona married Samuel Berk, manager of the third floor Magicolor Paint and
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Wallpaper department of Gold’s Department Store in Lincoln, Nebraska. Following their
wedding in New York City, Ilona relocated to Lincoln with Samuel. First they lived on
South 44th Street, and their only son Jim was born in 1954. In 1956 the Berks purchased
their home on Skyline Drive for $33,000. For several years, Samuel’s mother lived with
them, but upon her death, the guest room was converted into Ilona’s workroom.17 “She
had her sewing machine and all of her materials very beautifully organized. It was a real
workshop. It was designed for a real designer…it was really equipped,” remembers
friend Marcia Kushner.18
Upon settling in Lincoln, Ilona started building a small dressmaking clientele of
affluent customers. According to her son Jim, Ilona had three to five regular, enduring
clients, as well as occasional clients. Eloise Agee, whose family owned a local Ford
dealership, and Alice Abel, a wealthy philanthropist, are the only two consistent clients
he recalls by name.19 Ilona’s friends remember: “She sewed for the crème de la crème of
Lincoln society…we all knew that she designed
for the wealthiest women in town;”20 “All the
clothing she designed and handmade, so it was
very, very expensive…The prices she charged
narrowed her clientele to the wealthiest women in
Lincoln;”21 and “she had at least one very wealthy
client who depended upon her to clothe her.”22
A discreet businesswoman, Ilona did not
overtly advertise her dressmaking enterprise. She

Figure 14. Ilona and Samuel’s mother, c.
1955
Photo courtesy of Jim Berk

had a sense for the right customer, “gravitating” to those who could appreciate and afford
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her services. She then used her outgoing personality, social network, and perhaps a little
luck, to make connections. Ilona’s longstanding connection with Eloise Agee began
when Ilona purchased a Ford Thunderbird from the Agee dealership; it is unknown how
Ilona connected with Alice Abel. It has also been suggested that Ilona held by-invitationonly fashion shows in her home to promote her custom designs, but this had not been
confirmed.23
Whether or not it was an advertising opportunity for her business, records show
that Ilona participated in the Hadassah membership fashion show held at the Cornhusker
Hotel in Lincoln on October 16, 1966. Ilona was very generous to the Jewish community
and her congregation at Tifereth Israel synagogue. However, she would refuse any task
of manual labor, citing the risk of roughing up her hands and being unable to work with
fine and delicate fabrics.24
Ilona loved her work, approaching it as an art form. “This was her passion, her
love…She was an artist. Imagine an artist; you work on your own time, you’re
passionate, you can work all day doing something to get it just right,” says her son Jim.25
She would work into the wee hours of the morning, perfecting her garments, redoing
seams ten or twenty times if necessary. Sleeping in late, returning to work for the day,
joining her family for dinner, and then returning to her workroom was a typical day for
Ilona. Occasionally she would take on a teenage or college age girl as a temporary intern
or mentee; teaching them hand sewing and the value of meticulous garment
construction.26 “Girls who didn’t like to rip something [and redo it to increase its
perfection], they would never be dressmakers.”27
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Ilona’s career was interspersed with regular travel to Europe. Continuing a
tradition insisted on by her mother, Ilona took a yearly vacation from work to rest and
relax. In most cases, her spa trips to Lillithfuhr, Sjofork, Balanton, or Karlovy Vary were
accompanied by shopping stops in Paris, Prague or elsewhere. In addition to shopping
the designer stores for herself, Ilona would pick out fabrics and ready-made clothes with
specific clients in mind. 28
“She knew [her customers] well enough to know what they
needed and wanted…[and] I have a feeling that she was a
very shrewd shopper. Those things that she brought back
with designer labels, with a client in mind, I’m sure she
wangled some prices; I imagine she bought them right,”
friend Marcia Kushner recalls.29
Mentee Stephanie Schaffer further relates: “She looked at me and said: ‘Oh no, darling,’
in her Hungarian accent, ‘I do all my shopping in Paris.’”30
Ilona’s business slowed as she aged, but Alice Abel remained a steady client for
Ilona until Alice’s death in 2005. By 2008, when she turned ninety, Ilona was no longer
selling her own creations, but continued to perform alterations and tailoring for
customers. She stopped working in approximately 2011 when her eyesight waned.
Towards the end of her life, Ilona was known for gifting pieces of her personal clothing
collection to friends who came to visit. 31 Friend Nancy Coren states: “I would visit
her…and she would show me her collection of dresses, suits, matching scarves and the
stories behind them, where the material was purchased.”32 “She’d beg me to take
something…I couldn’t refuse her...they were truly beautiful things; just to look at the
names on [the labels] was a thrill,” remembers Marcia.33
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Ilona Berk passed away in December of 2013 and is buried alongside Samuel in
his hometown of Grand Rapids, Michigan; not too far from the current home of their son,
Jim, in West Bloomfield, Michigan.34

Additional Interview Themes: Holocaust Survival Skills
Prior to entering the ghetto and then the concentration camps, Ilona was actively
working in the Uzhorod community. She states that when the Hungarians occupied the
area and she was able to travel to Budapest and Vienna, “I created like never
before…new doors opened for me;” and she was lauded in her area as the “best
dressmaker in town.” But of the new Hungarian clients: “who took away my friends’
houses and my friends’ fortunes, I just didn’t want them…I didn’t like them, so I charged
double and triple for them.”35
With her Hungarian citizenship papers (which did not list her as Jewish), her
financial success, her political connections, and her hair dyed blond, Ilona details in her
1996 interview several opportunities she had to leave the Subcarpathian Rus annex and
escape persecution. At each opportunity (once she even faked her own suicide), Ilona
would consider her mother and siblings and refuse to leave them behind.36
This became the theme of Ilona’s life during the war. Repeatedly she reports: “I
knew I had to become somebody to take care of my sisters;” “I tried to help others…this
was keeping me going and going;” “[there are] no words to describe what was seen
there...[I] forgot my own sorrows…[and I] feel that’s why I’m alive today.”37 Ilona could
have received a numerical tattoo at Auschwitz which would have indicated she should
not be sent to the gas chamber (but that she could work instead and should be transported
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elsewhere), but chose not to receive the tattoo because her mother and sisters were not
offered the same.38
Ilona’s son Jim describes her survival during the Holocaust as “lucky,”39 and
friend Nancy says “For a survivor of the Holocaust to survive…one had to be a risk
taker.”40 But Ilona appears to give more credit to God, hard work, and a personal
connection to others.41

Additional Interview Themes: Training and Skills
Growing up in interwar Czechoslovakia likely exposed Ilona to high fashion and
couture industry. “Between the world wars, Czechoslovakia used to be a very strong
country in many aspects including its fashion industry;”42 and Czech ateliers such as
House of Hana Podolska were popular throughout Europe.43 While her son suggests her
initial sewing lessons came from her mother, Ilona reports no formal training in sewing
or dressmaking, and no available records indicate otherwise. Others who were
interviewed have some recollection of her traveling to Paris to pick up additional
dressmaking skills but not to work under anyone specific or study at any institute. 44
However, it appears that throughout her life Ilona had the ongoing desire to learn new
skills and “to know what I don’t know. There is always more to learn.”45
In the absence of formal training, Ilona would create patterns from existing
garments or copy designs by sight.46 She recollects: “I never said I didn’t know how to
do it; show me what you want and I will do it,” and using customers’ favorite existing
garments to visualize or pattern the design for their new garment(s).47 “It was never hard
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for me. I saw a style and I loved it. I took it apart, copied it, put it back together and you
couldn’t tell.”48
As her skill increased Ilona no longer had to take a garment apart to copy it but
could “look at something and make it,”49 could “cut without patterns, without
anything,”50 “just cut the fabric and begin stitching.”51 In addition, “she knew how to
develop her own designs.”52 Ilona recalls of her early sewing years: “I figured out
details, what is becoming on a woman. Whoever was big in the bust, I tried to make her
smaller. Whoever didn’t have this, etc…I was wily…I could please her.”53 A regular
customer later in Ilona’s life, Alice Abel, was known to be a large woman;54 “it was hard
for her to find clothes that really were stylish and looked good on her. And Ilona could
satisfy her.”55 Ilona would insist on being totally in charge of the design according to
friend Nancy; “she had no doubts about her ability…I think she was successful because
she had an eye for details, never settled for doing anything less than perfect.”56

Additional Interview Themes: Talent, Personality, and Personal Wardrobe
Ilona’s perfectionism and design talent were enumerated multiple times in each
interview performed for the study. In addition, the descriptors “elegant,” “glamorous,”
“passionate,” “impressive,” “strong,” “smart,” “generous,” and “put-together” were
repeated often when discussing Ilona. While admittedly a “Type A…demanding”
personality who took command and could sometimes be easily angered, Ilona was also
“flirtatious,” “sociable,” “patient,” and “kind.”57
Her design and dressmaking talent was not only subjectively reported by family
friends, but recounted by Ilona herself and reflected in her prices.58 Before entering the
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ghettos of Uzhorod, she states she was: “the best dressmaker in town…excellent. Very
expensive, but excellent.”59
After the war, despite suffering from agitation and nightmares,60 “she had no
doubts about her ability. She once told me she would have been the next Christian Dior
had she stayed in Europe,” remembers friend Nancy.61 Son Jim also firmly believes Ilona
would have made it big as a fashion designer if she had lived in a large city:
“up with the Diors and the Calvin Kleins…She would
subscribe to the major fashion publications like Vogue and
Elle and W…look at something and she could reproduce it
or make a similar thing or create something on her
own…charging up to $3,000 for a dress at her career
peak…We’d be looking at magazines, and she would show
me a lot of stuff and say: ‘Oh, I could do this.’…’We could
take a trip to New York, [I] could make a dress and go to
one of these designers and we could market this dress and
then these designers could mass market the same
dress…and this would be such a great money maker for the
family.’”62
It was likely, although not confirmed, that Ilona was the primary money maker in
the family.63 “Her house was filled with really fine objects…Sam worked at a low pay
job…he was a merchant. He was not wealthy. So she must have brought in some
money.”64 “But she never put down the fact that her husband worked hard to make a
living…she always referred to the efforts of Sam.”65
Despite perhaps a “small sense of maybe disappointment”66 at not making it
bigger as a fashion designer, Ilona was “content living in Lincoln,”67 “content raising a
family…happy with her position…still able to do what she [loved] to do while having [a
son] and being married to [Sam].”68 And perhaps “her personality [required] her to work
alone.”69
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“She wasn’t the type of person that got involved in a lot of
social groups or organizations…Her deal was work and
maybe entertaining…Her deal was making a career, being
the best she possibly could at that. And being a
professional and making the dress…She was all about work
and family. And sometimes work probably even took
precedence,” says Jim.70
But when Ilona did socialize, “she was elegant; not just in the way she looked, but
in her manner also.”71 She had a strong, difficult to ignore personality; always
fascinating and sometimes intimidating. Three of the acquaintances interviewed related
her back to actress Zsa Zsa Gabor, who was similarly Hungarian-born and known for her
glamourous style; citing Ilona’s flirtatiousness, sociability, demeanor, slow [English]
speech, and thick accent, as well as her European fashion sense.72 “It was a package,
[and] it was good,” remembers Marcia.73
“You would think she would be a big snob, because she was always so
dressed…every little detail. But she was so sweet;”74 “she had a heart of gold,
bestow[ing] gifts and hugs and kisses.”75
Known for matching impeccably and wearing thorough ensembles including hats,
gloves, bags and shoes,76 “it was a treat just to see what [Ilona] was wearing.”77
“When she would go to synagogue on the high holidays
and everybody would dress up, she would always look
forward to dressing up. The whole town, the whole
synagogue would probably wait to see what kind of new
outfit she would be wearing [and she knew it].”78
A passionate collector of clothes, with a true appreciation of clothing as an art
form, Ilona recalls: “My greatest wish as freedom [liberation from the camps] was clean
clothes.” And during her post-war hospital recovery, when offered anything she wanted,
Ilona asked for the latest fashion magazines: “There is so much in life that [I] could
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have…I [wanted] to know the fashion.”79 When discussing her most poignant memories,
Ilona often references what she was wearing at the time, and was capable of recounting
the origin of nearly everything in her closet to friends.80
Her favorite things to wear, according to son Jim, were a navy blue suit and
pearls, and leopard print.81 She appears to have been “intensely involved” and
“selective” in acquiring clothing, which she valued for more than its utilitarian function
and aesthetic qualities. Her clothing collection “undeniably represents her judgements
and tastes.”82
Gaps and mysteries still exist in the documentation of Ilona’s life; she valued her
privacy and remained discreet about her clientele.83 Additional family records and
personal memoirs, when available will greatly add to her biography. Ilona’s personality
was one of complexity and at times others found her difficult to relate with. However,
their respect for her, her talent, and her generosity overcomes these feelings and those
who met her are left with feelings of admiration, amazement, and awe.84

Method 3
Findings of the study resulting from Method 3, Artifact-based Material Culture
Research, are presented in two parts: tables of results and a Group Artifact Analysis:
Ilona Berk Originals.
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Tables of Results
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Group Artifact Analysis: Ilona Berk Originals
History
Identification
The artifacts of the study, ten Ilona Berk original ensembles, were selected from
the fifty-one ensembles made up of ninety-two pieces owned my Mrs. Ilona Dorenter
Berk upon her death in December of 2013. These ninety-two pieces were hand-picked by
Dr. Barbara Trout, curator of the University of Nebraska-Lincoln Historic Costume
Collection, and donated to the collection by Ilona’s son, Jim Berk in June of 2014.85
Ilona, a resident of Lincoln, Nebraska from 1953 to her death in 2013, was a
custom dressmaker by trade, working out of her home to design and create unique
garments for wealthy Nebraska women, as well as tailor and alter existing garments she
hand-picked for her clients. It is assumed that in the cases of these ten ensembles,
because they were chosen from her personal closet upon her death, that Ilona also used
her talents to design and create unique garments for private use.86
The ten selected ensembles were chosen from eighteen presumed to be made by
Ilona (due to their lack of professional tags, logoed details, and machine overcasting87),
based on their estimated dates, which span Ilona’s career; the variety of occasion and
function they represent; the breadth of materials used; and their aesthetic features.
Based on style lines and fabrication the ten selected ensembles have been dated to
between 1940 and 2000.88 Most show clear evidence of being worn, repaired, and/or
altered, indicating that Ilona wore the garments multiple times and at various stages of
her life. Each of the garments was stored hanging in her personal dressing room upon her
death, suggesting they were in her recent clothing rotation.89
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Evaluation
These ten ensembles were chosen for analysis based on their relative uniqueness
within the Berk Collection. Specifically, they were chosen as examples of garments
which Ilona designed and made for herself. While there are eight other ensembles in the
collection which are also presumed to be made by Ilona, and two which remain unknown,
the majority of the Berk Collection (twenty-eight ensembles, forty-four pieces) are
commercially made garments by well-known and highly respected designers; such as:
Yves Saint Laurent, Leonard, Chanel, Escada, Hermes, Louis Feraud, Missoni, and Sonia
Rykeil.
We can infer from oral interviews with her family and friends that Ilona did some,
if not much, of her shopping in Europe; so it is highly likely that many of the
commercially made garments in the collection were purchased overseas or imported. 90
Particularly, clothing from designers Leonard, Louis Feraud, and Sonia Rykeil was
difficult to purchase in the United States.91 In contrast, garments made by Ilona would
have been completed in the United States, perhaps some with imported materials.
The dates of garments within the Berk Collection may suggest that Ilona was
more likely to construct her own garments earlier in her life (Berk originals date from the
late 1940s to the 1990s, with a median decade of the 1970s) and more likely to purchase
her own garments later in life (commercially made garments of the collection date from
the late 1960s to the 1990s, with a median decade of the 1990s). Additionally, the dates
of the garments and the fact that they were found, seemingly, in her active clothing
rotation, could suggest that Ilona likely wore her own creations for a longer time period
than her commercially made garments. Having given her original works timeless designs
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and altering them as needed, they could remain in her closet for a long time. Further
examination of the Berk Collection could reveal an interesting comparison of alteration
evidence visible on Berk originals versus commercially made pieces. Overall, the known
provenance of the studied artifacts is somewhat limited.

Material
Identification
Ilona was consistent in her choices of fiber content, with all ten ensembles having
silk as their primary fiber for fashion fabric, lining, and thread. Only four other fibers
were identified, one natural and three manufactured; and each was found blended with
silk or in a portion of the garment that was made separately and commercially. Rayon, a
regenerated cellulosic, was found in five of the surveyed ensembles; once as a fiber
within a shoestring neck tie believed to be a replacement tie added after the original
construction of the garment (Object 2014.003.031), once as a fiber in a construction
thread (Object 2014.003.031), once in the fringe of a commercially made braided belt
hand wrapped in silk (Figure 15, Object
2014.003.042 D), once as a fiber in a
grosgrain ribbon used as waistband interfacing
(Object 2014.003.047), and once blended with
silk and metallic fibers in a novelty weave
Figure 15. Detail: Belt fringe, Object
2014.003.042 D
Photo credit: University of Nebraska-Lincoln
Historic Costume Collection

fashion fabric (Object 2014.003.049). Cotton
was identified in two pieces; once in a placket

interfacing (Object 2014.003.031), and once making up a belt which is believed to have
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been incorrectly accessioned with a voluminous, silk chiffon dress (Object
2014.003.040). In the skirt suit made from a multicolored novelty weave fashion fabric
mimicking tweed (Object 014.003.048), two of the three fibers tested were silk and the
third was polyester; suggesting a silk/polyester blend. A nylon fiber was identified in the
construction thread used to create a silk dupioni blazer (Object 2014.003.002).
All of the ensembles contained multiple sewing threads; accumulated from
basting, constructing, embellishing, repairing, and altering; and few were available for
fiber identification testing. Of the eleven thread samples examined, which the author
does not consider a representative sample, nine tested as silk, one as nylon, and one as
rayon.
Ilona’s chosen fabrications varied more than her choices of fiber, but echoed her
affinity for fine silks. Her fashion fabric choices ranged from silk chiffon, to silk
dupioni, to silk satin, to silk damask, and to silk-blend novelty woven. Linings, when
present, were nearly all silk crepe de chine, with rare occurrences of silk chiffon and silk
netting.
Her repetitive use of silk fabrics belies Ilona’s eclectic and colorful taste in
materials. Of the twelve fashion fabrics used (two ensembles having more than one
fashion fabric) only three are a solid color; and one of those is an iridescent material with
a colored (pink) warp yarn and a white weft yarn (Object 2014.003.033, considered a
“silk novelty weave” on Table 1). Two of the fashion fabrics are both figure woven and
printed:
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Object 2014.003.031 A-B, a sleeveless blouse and floor length pleated skirt, are
made from a pink, silk, floral damask, woven which was then printed with
multicolor flowers
Object 2014.003.040 A, a tent-shaped floor length dress, is made of a green silk
chiffon with regular satin stripes woven in and then printed all over with an
abstract floral design (Figure 16)
The remaining fashion fabrics consist of three printed wovens (one of which is an
Emilio Pucci signature engineered print, Figure 17), and four figure or novelty weaves.
None of the surveyed garments were of knitted fabrication. See also Table 1:
Details/Techniques Present in Selected Ilona Berk Original Garments and Appendix G:
Fiber Identification Results.

Figure 16. Detail: Fabric, Object 2014.003.040 A
Photo credit: University of Nebraska-Lincoln
Historic Costume Collection

Figure 17. Detail: Print, Object 2014.003.033 A
Author’s photo

Evaluation
The fabrications Ilona chose most often for these ten ensembles, silk chiffon and
silk crepe de chine, are both considered near-couture by the definition included for the
study; that is: choices commonly used by couture designers and referenced in one or
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more couture design instruction manual.92 In addition, the Emilio Pucci signature print
(Figure 17) represents the influence of couture designers on Ilona’s work. Supplemental
research into this particular Pucci print indicates a manufacturing date circa 1961, based
on the material’s resemblance to his spring 1961 “Romantic Lady” collection.93
Couturiers are known for using fine and delicate fabrics,94 and while Ilona’s
choices of silk satin, silk damask, and silk novelty weaves are not specifically named in
referenced couture literature, they can still be defined as “fine” and “rich,” and are
recognized to have “dressy wear” end uses.95 By their almost strict use of natural fibers
and fine fabrications, the ten Berk originals stand out within the Berk Collection and
among store-bought clothing from their era. The rest of the Berk Collection, its materials
not formally tested, appears to contain a number of different fibers and fabrications; from
cotton denim, to ultra-suede, to velvet, and embossed vinyl. In addition, the remaining
garments of the Berk Collection make a much heavier use (proportionately) of knit
fabrics than the ten selected Berk originals.
Use of material in ready-to-wear clothing available for purchase during Ilona’s
time was not researched for the study, but it is likely that following the invention of
regenerated cellulose in the early twentieth century and the development of numerous
manufactured fibers which followed,96 ready-to-wear made use of their efficiency,
availability, and adaptability, and increased in use over time. A cost comparison of
natural fiber fabrics versus synthetic fiber fabrics in the mid-to-late twentieth century
could also give insight into Ilona’s professional success; considering things like overhead
and cost-to-profit ratio.
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The difficulty level of working with lightweight, delicate, silk fabrics may have
also played a part in Ilona’s pricing structure, and it most definitely speaks to her skill
level. In addition, she often chose prints and novelty weaves which require careful
pattern placement and grainline matching. In at least three of the ten selected garments
Ilona created her design around her specific material choice. Object 2014.003.033 A-C
(Figure 18), the three piece suit employing an engineered Pucci print, clearly plays to the
shape of the pattern repeat, makes use of extensive fussy cutting, and is accurately lined
up along its seams for print continuation. Objects 2014.003.047 A-B and 2014.003.048
A-B (Figure 19) are both novelty weaves where a great deal of time was taken to cleanly
remove a quarter- to a half-inch width of warp yarns from all outer edges of the garments
(two garments per object) to create hand-raveled, self-fabric fringe.

Figure 18. Detail: Fussy Cutting,
Object 2014.003.033 B
Photo credit: University of
Nebraska-Lincoln Historic
Costume Collection

Figure 19. Detail: Hand-raveled, self-fabric
fringe, Object 2014.003.048 B
Photo credit: University of Nebraska-Lincoln
Historic Costume Collection

In general, Ilona’s material choices were consistent and of high quality.
Anecdotal evidence suggests she “insisted that [garments she made] had to be out of
silk.”97 The variety of fabrications and prints she used are a testament to her skill level
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and confidence in her abilities. Interviews with family and friends have indicated her
careful handling of materials, her high standards of quality, and her recollection of where
each fabric in her closet was acquired.98

Construction
Identification
While Ilona made good use of her sewing machine, employing the standard
running lockstitch on most garments where seams are long and straight, each ensemble
shows a preponderance of hand stitching in its construction, finishing, and detailing.
Most notable was the hand overcasting visibly present in nine out of the ten selected
garments. Ilona’s chosen overcast stitch appears to have been a buttonhole or blanket
stitch (Figure 20), while her whipstitch was used primarily for bindings and armscye
settings (Figure 21). Blind stitching was also prevalent in Ilona’s work, particularly on
hems (Figure 22); which were often hand basted prior to being blind stitched. Basting
was not observed in other construction elements of Ilona’s garments; she could
apparently construct a garment with few preparation steps.
Ilona’s seaming technique was typically simple plain seams (Figure 23), although
she made use of curved seams as required by her designs and occasionally French
seaming. Seaming within garments which are lining bound or otherwise difficult to
observe appeared and felt to lay open and flat (plain seams) but this has not been verified
so as not to damage the garments. Seam finishing varied not only across garments but
within garments as well. Ilona made use of fabric selvage for seam finishes often (Figure
23), probably designing around their use when possible. When selvage was not available
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for seam finishes, Ilona chose hand overcast (blanket or buttonhole stitch), pinked, selffabric edged, or unfinished seam finishes. Her seam allowances were only variable in
width on three of the ten garments.

Figure 20. Detail: Hand overcast, buttonhole
stitch, Object 2014.003.031 A
Author’s photo

Figure 21. Detail: Whipstitch armscye setting,
Object 2014.003.048 A
Author’s photo

Figure 22. Detail: Blindstitched hem, Object
2014.003.043 B
Author’s photo

Figure 23. Detail: Selvage-edged finished plain
seam, Object 2014.003.031 A
Author’s photo

Lining of Ilona’s original garments is diverse; two of the ten ensembles remain
completely unlined (Objects 2014.003.031 A-B and 2014.003.042 A-E) and Object
2014.003.047 A-B has an unlined jacket combined with a free-hanging lined skirt.
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Object 2014.003.040 A-C was designed with a slip to be worn underneath, which the
author did not classify with other free-hanging linings. However, the six remaining
ensembles which have traditional linings are equally lined with clean linings (Figure 24)
and free-hanging linings; the clean linings typically utilized on bodices and jackets and
the free-hanging linings typically used on skirts. Objects 2014.003.041 A-C,
2014.003.043 A-B, and 2014.003.049 A-D additionally made use of construction linings;
two in the bodice (041, 043) and one in the skirt (049). Facings are rare and interfacings
only present in waistbands.

Figure 24. Detail: Clean lining, Object
2014.003.002
Author’s photo

Figure 25. Detail: Ruffled cuff with hand rolled
hems, Object 2014.003.041 A
Photo credit: University of Nebraska-Lincoln
Historic Costume Collection

Ilona created all of the examined hems, most of them plain hems, by hand;
incorporating machine stitching on rare occasion. Her hem finishes were frequently hand
overcast or bound; but examples of faced hems, selvage finished hems, and
rolled/merrow hems (Figure 25) were also observed. Deep hem allowances of greater
than approximately two inches were recorded for six out of the ten Berk originals.
Cornered and mitered hems were incidental within the garments, inconsistently used and
dependent on many other aspects of the design.
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Pockets were created on only two pieces, both constructed as patch pockets and
lined. One set of pockets was bound and flapped. When attaching collars Ilona chose
non-interfaced, separate settings most often, although she was also able to effectively
create in-bodice and two piece collars. For those garments which required a neckline
placket, a budget placket was used. Her waistbands were nearly always contoured and
interfaced in some way, about half of them appearing as an actual band (coutureinterfaced) and the other half appearing with no band (faced, no band).
Ilona made common use of the spaghetti/shoestring tubing technique (Figure 26)
to create ties, belts, straps, button loops and other details, but was less likely to create
hanging loops for her garments. Bias cut fabric was not emphasized in any of the
selected original ensembles. Also notably lacking from these garments are custom
shoulder pads (present in only two of the ten Berk originals) and asymmetry (present in
none of the Berk originals), which are often associated with custom design for persons
with unusual or difficult-to-fit figures.
For more details see Table 1:
Details/Techniques Present in Selected
Ilona Berk Original Garments and Table
2: Near-Couture Details/Techniques
Present and Not-Present in Selected
Ilona Berk Original Garments.

Figure 26. Detail: Shoestring tubing, Object
2014.003.049 A
Photo credit: University of Nebraska-Lincoln
Historic Costume Collection
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Evaluation
Of the construction techniques used consistently by Ilona (appearing in four or
more of the ten ensembles), the following are considered near-couture by the definition
established for the study, which is: choices commonly used by couture designers and
referenced in one or more couture design instruction manual.99
Preponderance of hand sewing
Hand overcast seam finishes
Clean linings
Hand stitched hems
Bound hems
Deep hem allowances
Bound armscyes
Shoestring tubing

Preponderance of hand sewing, hand overcast seam finishes, and hand stitched
hems are all associated with delicate work and custom fit. Though visually irregular
when compared to commercially made garments, hand work is effective in preserving
fine fabrics, achieving excellent custom fit, and leaving a garment easy to alter over time.
Furthermore, Ilona’s ability to create clean garment finishes with clean linings, bound
hems, bound armscyes, and shoestring tubing, makes up for other occasional
irregularities.
The use of selvage edged seam finishes and the lack of wide seam allowances
recorded in Ilona’s garments, as well as anecdotal evidence of her precise cutting
skills,100 indicate her prudent use of fabric and labor efficiency. Deep hem allowances, a
near-couture technique documented in six of the ten Berk originals, are not frugal on
fabric but do allow for significant alterations when styles evolve or bodies change. When
additional Berk original garments become available, the width of seam allowances in her
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personal use garments should be compared to the seam allowance widths of garments
made for customers to determine if customer garments were made to withstand more
alterations than her personal garments.
Though her methods definitely allowed for future alteration, Ilona’s construction
inarguably results in tailored, well-fitting garments for a specific body. Her methods did
not appear to change significantly over time to accommodate for busyness, disability, or
increased production; and while there was less consistency than expected in her
construction procedures, her use of multiple techniques demonstrate the depth of her
knowledge, skill, and adaptability. Further research to determine if there was a
significant variance between the construction methods Ilona used on garments for her
personal wear versus those used on garments for paying customers is highly
recommended.

Design
Identification
There is some overlap in what techniques should be classified as construction
methods and those that should be classified as design elements. In the case of the ten
selected Berk original ensembles, darts especially play both roles. Ilona typically used
straight tapered darts for shaping bodices, although both balanced darts and French darts
were noted as well. In a majority of her skirts (both attached to and detached from
bodices) Ilona used dart tucks to shape the waist and hips, rather than using curved
seams, pleats or gores. The reworking of these dart tucks is the most prevalent and most
obvious indication of alteration within the Berk collection. Pleats were used in three of
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the selected ensembles: Object 2014.003.031 A-B, whose pressed, accordion, stitcheddown pleats on the detached skirt are some the most pronounced pleats in the Berk
Collection; Object 2014.003.041 A-C, which uses soft, un-pressed pleats on the attached
skirt to control its voluminous amount of fabric; and Object 2014.003.043 A-B, whose
un-pressed pleats are merely decorative, creating the look of a ruffle on the back of the
damask jacket. Decorative hem bands and trimming also ride the line between
construction and design. Often used both to finish a hem and create a visual effect, Ilona
chose hem trimmings in at least six of her original garments.
Collar designs employed by Ilona varied widely, as did the falls, style lines, roll
lines and breakpoints of the associated necklines. No one collar design (convertible,
tailored, peter pan, tie, revere, notched, shawl) was used more commonly than others, but
a roll collar application was more popular
than a flat or stand. For necklines with no
collar, Ilona would choose a banded or
bound finish (Figure 27). Her collars
noticeably lacked interfacings.
Perhaps the least necessary-forconstruction design element Ilona used often

Figure 27. Detail: Bound neckline, Object
2014.003.042 A-B
Photo courtesy of the University of NebraskaLincoln Historic Costume Collection

was the decorative, non-functional cuff. Sleeves of the ten studied garments range from
sleeveless, shaped cap, plain cap, three-quarter length, kimono, and fly away, to long
sleeves (tapered and straight) with or without cuffs. Continuous lap plackets are used for
three of the four cuffed garments, but the cuffs themselves are merely decorative and
non-interfaced. Either giving the appearance of a traditional, functional cuff (Object
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2014.003.002), serving as a bold visual statement (Figure 28, Object 2014.003.048 A), or
providing continuity for the garment design (Objects 2014.003.041 A-C, 2014.003.047
A), cuffs were significant to several of the Berk original ensembles.
Closures such as zippers and hooks and eyes were all hand-worked and invisibly
applied, but treated as merely functional with little detailing or special care. Buttons and
buttonholes however, were carefully covered with fabric, bound, and/or delicately woven
into thread loops or finished into shoestring fabric loops.

Figure 28. Detail: Decorative cuff, Object
2014.003.048 A
Photo credit: University of Nebraska-Lincoln
Historic Costume Collection

Figure 29. Detail: Neckline embellishment,
Object 2014.003.043 A
Photo credit: University of Nebraska-Lincoln
Historic Costume Collection

Further indication of Ilona’s careful design process is found in her placement of
design elements on the body, matching of prints, custom made fabrics, and fussy cutting.
Typically emphasizing the bodice, particularly the neckline, of her garments creates a
visual entry into her appearance near the face, emphasizing person and personality rather
than body and figure (Figure 29). Print matching hides seaming and creates continuation
rather than segmentation of the body. Custom made fabrics and engineered prints which
require fussy cutting both require extensive forethought and dedicated time for design,
pattern layout, and cutting (Figure 30). Both print matching and custom fabrics may
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necessitate additional fabric yardage as well. The author suggests additional research into
the engineered prints present in the Berk Collection to determine whether or not they
were printed en position as prepared design robes or were simply printed in repeat and
open to the inspiration of the designer.

Figure 30. Detail: Cape lining with engineered print, Object 2014.003.033 A
Author’s photo

Evaluation
Of the design elements used consistently by Ilona (appearing in four or more of
the ten ensembles), the following are considered near-couture by the definition
established for the study, which is: choices commonly used by couture designers and
referenced in one or more couture design instruction manual.101
Straight tapered darts
Trimmed hems, other than ribbon trim
Fabric covered buttons
Hand worked buttonholes
These design elements are associated more with excellent fit and clean finishes, rather
than elaborate design. Compared to referenced manuals, Ilona chose to use fewer
embellishments than most couture designers, things like: hand embroidery, channel
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stitching, corded accents, petersham peeks, hong kong finishes, welt edging, couching,
soustache, beading, and applique were virtually absent from the examined garments.102
This is likely a reflection of her elegant personality and sophisticated taste. It may also
indicate high self confidence in her design lines, which can stand alone.

Figure 31. Detail: Bodice, Object
2014.003.031 A
Photo credit: University of
Nebraska-Lincoln Historic Costume
Collection

Figure 32. Dress: Adrian, 1944
Photo credit: The Philadelphia
Museum

Compared to garments of their era outside the Berk Collection, the ten pieces
demonstrating Ilona’s original work, while distinctive in their designs and embellishment,
do provide a good representation of the trends of her time. Object 2014.003.031 A-B, the
two piece dress dating to the late 1940s (Figure 31) offers the triangle bodice silhouette
of wider shoulders and a narrow waist common to its decade (Figure 32), along with a
narrow hip, longer hem, and keyhole neckline also used often in the period.103
Object 2014.003.043 A-B, the cream brocade skirt suit with a swing shape jacket
(Figure 33), and Object 2014.003.033 A-C, the hot pink skirt suit with a cape-like jacket
and Pucci signature fashion fabric (Figure 35), both reflect prevalent styles of the 1960s
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in their own way. The cream brocade skirt suit replicates the “short jacket sheath suits”
(Figure 34) popularized by Jackie Kennedy (designed by the likes of Oleg Cassini and
Coco Chanel), as well as the prevalent baby doll or tent shape (Figure 36). The
monochrome brocade fabric was also consistently seen throughout the decade. The hot
pink cape suit emulates the psychedelic color palettes of Pucci and other Italian designers
working in the period, and interprets a popular pattern of the day to something fitting
Ilona’s personality and function. Both suits have knee-length or slightly higher hemlines,
consistent with increased baring of skin seen in the 1960s.104

Figure 33. Object 2014.003.043 A-B,
Berk original, 1960s
Photo credit: University of NebraskaLincoln Historic Costume Collection

Figure 34. Suit: Oleg Cassini, 1960
Photo credit: The Vintage Fashion
Guild
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Figure 35. Object 2014.003.033 A-C,
Berk original, c. 1961
Photo credit: University of NebraskaLincoln Historic Costume Collection

Figure 36. Coat: Bonnie Cashin, 1960s
Photo credit: The Vintage Fashion Guild

Of the Berk originals dating to the 1970s, Objects 2014.003.040 A-B,
2014.003.041 A-C (Figure 37), and 2014.003.042 A-E clearly communicate the comfort,
ease, and excess of the era with their excess fabric and loose style lines. The low cut vnecks, sheer fabrics, and high slits of these three objects show that Ilona was a liberated
yet sexual woman, a persona popular in the decade. Additionally, the earthy colors, maxi
length hems, and ethnic chic often associated with the period are in evidence (Figure 38).
On the other hand, Objects 2014.003.047 A-B (Figure 39) and 2014.003.048 A-B
exemplify another persona of the 1970s-that of the androgynous working woman who
popularized separates with a “sense of masculine style” (Figure 40). These two Berk
original skirt suits, both of novelty weave fashion fabric and generously trimmed with
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self-fabric handmade fringe, offer examples of the loose cut jackets, skirts of various
lengths, and, again, earthy colors typical of the day.105

Figure 37. Object 2014.003.042 A-E,
Berk original, early 1970s
Photo credit: University of NebraskaLincoln Historic Costume Collection

Figure 39. Object 2014.003.047 A-B,
Berk original, 1970s
Photo credit: University of NebraskaLincoln Historic Costume Collection

Figure 37. Dress: Ossie Clark, 1970s
Photo credit: Getty Images

Figure 39. Fringed Suit: Chester
Weinberg, 1970s
Photo credit: The Vintage
Fashion Guild
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Only one Ilona original piece represents the 1980s in the study. The padded- and
wide-shouldered navy blue blazer accessioned as Object 2014.003.002, is an excellent
specimen of the preppy, oversized power suit which trended throughout that decade.106
The 1990s are embodied less specifically by Ilona’s original garments; though Object
2014.003.049 A-D fits general descriptors of the era’s clothing such as: “generally loose
fitting and colorful,” “layered,” and “vibrant.” The 1990s were an era of numerous,
eccentric styles, often mismatched and offbeat. Usually associated with vacillating,
youth-driven music movements, it is unlikely Ilona subscribed to many of the fads of the
1990s.107
Overall, the design of the ten Ilona Berk original ensembles reveals that Ilona was
true to trend in her inspiration, but interpreted the garments she made specifically to the
age and lifestyle of the wearer, as well as to the Midwestern sentiment she worked
within. Similar to her construction methods, the variance of design techniques and
inspirations reflect Ilona’s depth of knowledge and skill; as well as the influence of
favorite designers such as Leonard, Feraud, and Escada, all of whom are represented in
the commercially made portion of her personal wardrobe.

Function
Identification
Demonstrating a preference for coordinating separates, the Berk original garments
range in function from daywear to professional suits to evening wear, with several
ensembles likely to serve multiple functions. An additional function category should be
included, specific to Ilona and indicated by completed interviews; that is: synagogue
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dress.108 Her navy blazer (Object 2014.003.002), cream brocade suit (Object
2014.003.043 A-B), pink tweed suit (Object 2014.003.048 A-B), and bronze metallic
ensemble (Figure 41, Object 2014.003.049 A-D), were typical of Ilona’s high holiday and
synagogue dress.
In turn, the navy blazer, cream brocade suit,
and pink tweed suit, along with the tan fringed suit
(Object 2014.003.047 A-B), may also have
functioned as professional dress for client meetings,
networking events, or ladies’ luncheon daywear.
The bronze metallic ensemble, with its
interchangeable pieces, was most certainly evening
wear, worn to similar events as the pink and Pucci
cape suit (Object 2014.003.033 A-C).
The Berk original dresses, Objects

Figure 41. Ilona c. 2000, wearing
Object 2014.003.049 A, D
Photo courtesy Jim Berk

2014.003.031 A-B, .040 A-B, .041 A-C, and .042 A-E, appear to primarily be daywear,
although could easily have served cross-functions with the appropriate accessories. All
of the selected Berk original garments are of fairly lightweight fabrics with few layers,
perhaps indicative of seasonal function, perhaps not; as Ilona preferred to work with
delicate fabrics overall.109
Whether intentional or not, Ilona’s garments also provided a semiotic function.
Each ensemble or unique combination of pieces, along with Ilona’s chosen accessories
and social location would send a message regarding how Ilona wished to be perceived.
Clothing semiotic theory suggests that the following functions (messages) could be
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associated with the ten Berk original ensembles. This list is in no way comprehensive,
but is intended to represent possible messages presented by Ilona in wearing these
garments:
Superior materials indicate superior status or superior social class110
Sophistication of clothing indicates dominance or authority over others; simplicity
and neatness suggest social power111
Well cut clothes are a symbol of the hierarchy where poorly fitting clothes
suggest uniformity and a lack of personal identity112
Dark colored matching ensembles are an image of imposing power, efficiency and
competence; but can also suppress individuality and discourage public expression
of emotion113
Light colored garments enlarge size, creating an impression of power and stature,
and soft colors indicate refinement114
Bright, striking colors may suggest a desire to stand out among the crowd and
become the center of attention;115 they may also be a result of the Cavalierism
anti-capitalism movement of the 1960s and 1970s116
Emphasis on neckline/neck ornamentation broadens the shoulders, impressing
size, strength and power117
Long sleeves, voluminous skirts, covered legs suggest feminine modesty118
Lack of stable vertical lines/stripes indicates lack of passivity119
Confidence is expressed by a willingness to try new things and independence in
choosing dress120
The ability to change one’s style with the times is associated with the
aristocracy121

Evaluation
By choosing to create clothing with separate, interchangeable pieces, as well as
clothing that could easily serve multiple functions, Ilona further reveals her prudent,
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practical nature. Contrasted with this is her almost exclusive use of lightweight, delicate
fabrics only appropriate for certain seasons.
The dating of the garments may suggest she made fewer clothes for herself as she
aged, perhaps because her previous creations had lasted so well. Other factors include
her tendency to give garments away and the methodology in which garments were chosen
for the study.122
The primary functions of her clothing, combined with interviewee testimony, do
indicate Ilona’s tendency to dress before leaving the house; that is to choose an ensemble
specific to the activity(ies) she would be attending and take care in completing her
look.123 Probably contributing to her professional success as well, her generally puttogether persona was known to affect her social relationships; inspiring intimidation,
awe, and presumptions about her personality.124
Evaluation of function of the complete Berk Collection gives additional clues to
Ilona’s home wear, as well as some additional semiotic messages likely presented by
Ilona through her clothing. Such as:
A greater amount of clothing owned and worn indicates a dominant position125
Owning elaborate versions of the same simple garments that others own (i.e.
designer versus ready-to-wear) suggest a relationship of power and
subservience126
Use of hats and headwraps indicate a desire to be fashionable and attractive127
(Figure 42)
Jeans are considered a high class piece of clothing associated with elite brands128
(Figure 43)
Diagonal lines suggest a dynamic person, a person of action129 (Figure 44)
The layering of multiple pieces and jackets creates added size, making one appear
larger and more powerful130 (Figure 45)
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Specifically, wide shoulders created by shoulder pads indicate greater influence131

Figure 42. Object 2014.003.030 A-C,
Leonard dress and Ilona Berk
headwrap, 1970s
Photo credit: University of NebraskaLincoln Historic Costume Collection

Figure 43. Object 2014.003.012 A-B,
Escada denim jeans ensemble, 1990s
Photo credit: University of NebraskaLincoln Historic Costume Collection

Figure 44. Object 2014.003.004,
Leonard blouse, 1990s
Photo credit: University of NebraskaLincoln Historic Costume Collection

Figure 45. Object 2014.003.016 A-D,
Louis Feraud layered ensemble, late
1980s
Photo credit: University of NebraskaLincoln Historic Costume Collection
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Chapter 5
Discussion and Interpretation of Findings
The discussion and interpretation chapter of this work fulfills the second half of
the study’s objective, which in full states: to examine three vital components of Ilona
Dorenter Berk’s entrepreneurial custom design and dressmaking business in postwar
Lincoln, Nebraska, and to enumerate the contributions of each component to her
professional success. Through records research, oral interviews, and artifact analysis, the
three vital components, identified as: (1) Ilona herself, (2) aspects of the global and
regional fashion systems she worked within, and (3) the garments produced; have been
examined. The contributions of each component are enumerated here, by way of directly
answering the previously established research questions:

(1) What aspects of Ilona’s human and social capital played a role in her professional
success?
a. What personality traits and life experiences contributed to Ilona’s professional
success?
b. What were Ilona’s professional skills and how did she obtain them?
c. Who made up Ilona’s social network and how did they contribute to Ilona’s
professional success?
d. How do these aspects of human and social capital compare to established
entrepreneurial success factors in existing research?
Question 1 can only be answered to the extent that Ilona’s personality and skills were
observed and recalled, and to the extent that her life experiences were documented
accurately. However, this study has offered multiple illustrations of the intersection
between Ilona’s human capital and her entrepreneurial success. For example: the
initiative Ilona showed as a teenager, teaching herself advanced sewing techniques and
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never refusing a job but instead learning the necessary skills to complete each job well;
the perseverance and generosity Ilona exhibited throughout World War II which
contributed to her survival and carried over into her professional life; her persistence in
Sweden to meet Folke Bernadotte which led to her lucrative professional revival; Ilona’s
family loyalty which brought her to the United States where she would eventually build
her home business; the discretion with which she ran her business and the relationships
she built with her clients which kept them loyal over time; the passion, knowledge, skill,
artistry and taste demonstrated in her products which also gave customers a reason to
return to her and which gave her an aura of glamour perceived by those around her; and
finally, Ilona’s elegance and kindness which made her memorable and notable even after
her career ended.1
Additional known professional skills of Ilona, which she appears to have obtained
via natural talent, private research, practice, time, and trial and error, include both
tangible and intangible expertise. Tangibly, Ilona could design, replicate or interpret upto-date trends, pattern and cut freehand, precisely hand stitch, drape, draw, choose quality
fabrics, bargain shop, custom fit and tailor to all body types, rip out seams without
damaging fabrics, perform necessary math, maintain a professional appearance, and work
very hard. Intangibly, Ilona was known for her shrewd business acumen, effective selfpromotion, mentoring skills, patience, ability to please difficult customers, confidence,
contentedness, and efficacious interpretation of customer needs.2
Less is known of Ilona’s social capital; her community beyond family and fellow
Tifereth Israel congregants remains undocumented. Additionally, the study was not able
to discover how Ilona initially connected with most of her clients, particularly her well-
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known and most consistent client Alice Abel. The study has documented aspects of her
personality, however, that offer clues into the relationship between Ilona’s social capital
and her business success. Her outgoing flirtatiousness, her persistence, her ability to
direct the conversation to herself, the time she took to learn her clients’ needs and wants,
the awe she inspired in teen girls, and the gravitational pull she seemed to have for the
appropriate customers, could all have played a role.3
A comparison of what the study has discovered about Ilona with what has been
established as true for successful individuals with like backgrounds, reveals both her
secure presence among these successful individuals, as well as some idiosyncrasies which
were helpful to her overall success. Ilona was demographically similar to documented
successful FIE in that her business was considered a “personal service,” she was the sole
proprietor, her age at start-up was between 30 and 50 years old, she had lived in the
United States for at least four years before beginning her venture, she had previously held
a non-entrepreneurial job, and her primary clientele was female. In addition, there is
anecdotal evidence that suggests Ilona had an entrepreneurial family member (her
maternal grandfather) and a low fear of business failure, both of which are common
among successful FIE. 4 The scope of the study did not allow for the determination of the
source of Ilona’s start-up capital, which research suggests was self-funded for many
successful FIE.5
Like other FIE, Ilona appears to have been motivated into self-employment by the
work and family flexibility and the sense of personal satisfaction in business ownership.6
However, her motivations were perhaps even more similar to those of other Jewish
Holocaust survivor entrepreneurs which are reported as: a natural disposition for
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initiative, hard work and risk taking, and the desire for autonomy and financial
independence as a result of being held captive during the war.7 No evidence currently
suggests that Ilona was motivated by previous negative treatment (discrimination,
exploitation, exclusion) in the traditional workplace, even though her business in
Uzhorod was threatened by her Jewish heritage in the late 1930s.8 A majority of FIE and
Jewish Holocaust survivor entrepreneurs do report previous negative experiences as
motivation for starting their own business.9
Moreover, neither Ilona nor her family and friends report business barriers
commonly associated with FIE and Jewish Holocaust survivor immigrants such as: lack
of credentials, lack of education, inadequate business knowledge, little access to credit,
lack of English proficiency, few resources for networking, discrimination, and religious
devoutness.10 In fact, the study has shown that Ilona had more than adequate business
knowledge, a great proficiency in English, access to a social network, and the ability to
balance religious devoutness with her work.11
Additional aspects of human capital established as success factors for FIE which
Ilona arguably shares, are: ambition, confidence, communication skills, hard work,
passion, innovation, thrift, refusal to accept limitations, risk taking, multitasking,
adaptability, and lack of concern over competition. Business characteristics such as: low
overhead, knowledge of customers, high quality products, and good customer service are
also common between Ilona and documented prosperous FIE, as are the lack of a
business plan and lack of membership in any professional organizations.12
Characteristics commonly associated with successful Holocaust survivors and which
have been identified in Ilona include: flexibility, assertiveness, tenacity, optimism,
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intelligence, professional skill, group consciousness, assimilating the knowledge that they
survived, finding meaning in one’s life, and courage.13
In comparison to what the study has established about successful twentieth
century dressmakers, Ilona again exhibits qualities firmly placing herself within their
ranks. Not only her technical skills of creative design, precise cutting, concern for
quality fabrics, custom fitting, trend interpretation, and attention to detail, but also her
sensitivity to client needs, high personal standards, and effective use of social
relationships, can all relate back to the research on documented dressmakers.14
Despite her disrupted education, incarceration, and severe mistreatment during
World War II, Ilona faced few of the common barriers to entrepreneurship when she
reached Lincoln in 1953, and instead possessed a wealth of personality traits,
experiences, and professional skills which aided in her success as a custom dressmaker.

(2) What attributes of the culture and state of the fashion system between 1945 and 1990
most affected Ilona’s professional success?
a. How had the function of custom dressmakers evolved in the first half of the
twentieth century?
b. How did the economy of the United States in the mid-to-late twentieth century
affect clothing retail?
c. What affected consumers’ clothing retail choices between 1945 and 1990?
d. What constituted “prestige garments” between 1945 and 1990?
e. What were the significant differences between the Southeast Nebraska regional
fashion system and the global fashion system between 1945 and 1990?
f. Who were Ilona’s dressmaking customers and why did they choose her service
during this era?
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Though dressmakers had previously been used by nearly every family to establish
a daily closet, in the mid-twentieth century Ilona functioned within a fashion system
which had relegated custom dressmakers to a luxury service only used for sporadic
occasions or by the wealthy elite.15 Fortunately, the United States economy experienced
mostly positive changes between 1945 and 1990, allowing for the expansion of the
middle class and large increases in disposable income which could be used for clothing.16
With these economic changes also came population movement away from downtowns
and towards suburbs, a demand for convenience and bargain pricing, and the gradual loss
of high fashion retail choices and the reduction in access to “prestige garments.”17
These “prestige garments,” not mainstream ready-to-wear garments, but garments
associated with couture or near-couture designs; associated with expensiveness,
uniqueness, high social status, and hedonic pleasure; garments made from fine fabrics
with specific, quality construction techniques and detailed embellishments; well-tailored
or custom fit garments which came in coordinated ensembles for a put-together and
sophisticated look; could alternately be purchased from a custom dressmaker.18
Sources established for the study do not allow for an in-depth discussion of the
differences between the Southeast Nebraska regional fashion system and the global
fashion system between 1945 and 1990. In addition, a complete picture of Ilona’s
customer base has not yet been discovered. Beyond the few consistent customers she
worked with regularly, of whom we do not know all, Ilona also had occasional customers
and did unpaid or discounted work for friends.19 Without knowing who most of Ilona’s
customers were, it is difficult to ascertain why those customers chose her dressmaking
skills over the skills of others. It has been suggested that her ability to please the most
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difficult clients, her ability to custom fit garments for women with uncommon body
shapes, and her meticulous perfectionism were all factors in customer retention.20

For

those customers who are known, wealthy socialites Alice Abel and Eloise Agee,21
conjecture can be made that they were at least partially motivated by Veblen’s
“conspicuous consumption;” that is: desiring clothing which sends a semiotic message of
status, wealth, superiority and leisure; “prestige garments.”22 Ilona was able to fulfill this
desire for each of them.23 As established by review of the Lincoln city directories, Ilona
had limited competition from other private dressmakers who would potentially be able to
meet these customers’ needs,24 although no observations can be made about the quality of
products available from those competing dressmakers.

(3) What can be learned about Ilona from her personal clothing collection?
a. Describe the techniques and choices commonly used by Ilona in designing and
constructing her garments.
b. What attributes of the garments made by Ilona indicate a near-couture level of
design and construction?
c. How did the design, material, construction, and function of Ilona’s produced
garments contribute to her entrepreneurial success?
Ilona most commonly used natural silks in her garments, choosing a variety of
fabrications, colors and prints. She primarily used fine hand stitching to complete her
garments, with the aid of a standard lockstitch machine as needed. She performed all of
her overcasting by hand, in the buttonhole or blanket stitch.
Ilona’s construction methods varied throughout the examined garments, but she
commonly used plain seams, selvage-edge finished hems, clean linings, plain hems, deep
hem allowances, separate set collars, budget neckline plackets, set-in sleeves, contoured
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waistbands, invisibly applied closures, and shoestring tubing. Aspects of design also
varied throughout the Berk original ensembles; although darts were typically straight
tapered, pleats were rare, pockets were patch, and cuffs were decorative but nonfunctional. See also Table 1: Details/Techniques Present in Selected Ilona Berk Original
Garments and the completed object surveys, available in Appendix F.
Specific techniques used by Ilona which can be classified as near-couture include
her: preponderance of hand sewing, hand finished hems, hand overcasting, clean linings,
hand worked buttonhole, straight tapered darts, deep hem allowances, and shoestring
tubing. Surprisingly, not as many near-couture techniques were documented as were
expected. Noticeably lacking was: the use of facings and interfacings, decorative hems,
French seams, asymmetry, bias cut fabric, and embellishments. A complete list of nearcouture techniques both used and not used is available in Table 2: Near-Couture
Details/Techniques Present and Not-Present in Selected Ilona Berk Original Garments.
As detailed in the evaluative portions of the artifact analysis, Ilona’s fabric
choices were overwhelmingly of high quality, and some of her materials were likely
sourced overseas. She was willing to work with a variety of fabrications and prints with
little concern for the difficulty they presented. She would adapt the material if needed
(hand ravel the fabric, for example) or design around the print, if the design required it.
Ilona would often combine construction and design details; techniques such as
rolled hems and shoestring tubing. Her methods were smart, efficient and prudent, but
required a depth of knowledge and design forethought. Her clothing was always custom
fit and well-tailored but also allowed for future alterations. Her original designs were
creative but remained representative of fashion trends as well as her taste and the
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garments’ functions. Ilona would commonly create ensembles with a range of functions,
often opting for interchangeable separates.
By far, the greatest contribution of Ilona’s methods to her business success was
her depth of knowledge and skill. She did many things well and knew when and where to
use each technique. Additionally, she provided “prestige garments;” that is: not
mainstream ready-to-wear garments, but garments associated with couture or nearcouture designs; garments associated with expensiveness, uniqueness, high social status,
and hedonic pleasure; garments made from fine fabrics with specific, quality construction
techniques and detailed embellishments; well-tailored or custom-fit garments, which
came in coordinated ensembles for a put-together and sophisticated look.25
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
Overall the study has successfully begun to answer the established research
questions and achieve its objective. Both the holistic nature of the study and the
previously undocumented subject make it significant to the current body of research;
particularly to Midwestern costume history.

Limitations
However, the study, due to its broad scope, qualitative interdisciplinary methods,
and limited timing, does have limitations. Public archival records that were employed
did not include business information such as financial, licensing or customer data for
Ilona’s business, nor did they reveal extensive details regarding her competition from
local department stores such as: a comprehensive list of designer brands sold, custom
clothing design and construction availability, pricing, or customer profiles.
Garments used in the object-based portion of the study were limited to those
which were still owned by Ilona at her death, those which her son was willing to donate,
and those which were chosen by University of Nebraska-Lincoln curator Dr. Trout. The
fifty-one in the University of Nebraska-Lincoln Historic Costume Collection represent
approximately one quarter of what was present in Ilona’s closet when she passed.1 These
garments were primarily, if not exclusively, for her personal use; it is assumed no
customer-owned Berk originals were included in the study.
Interviews conducted offer a fairly detailed portrait of Ilona in the second half of
her life; but subjects were limited to family and friends unlikely to be objective. In
addition, the information gathered through interviews is based on unreliable recollection
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and sometimes legend. No known customers of Ilona were located for interviews as her
customers are unknown or deceased, and no additional business associates or competitors
where identified.

Suggestions for Future Research
Within the limitations of the study are multiple opportunities for additional
research. Most time sensitive is the examination of Ilona’s remaining personal and
business documents, which will ideally reveal generous customer information and
financial information, as well as enrich Ilona’s biography and the history of her training.
If customers could be identified, interviews with them or their surviving families would
significantly add to the evaluation of Ilona’s success; and potentially allow for the
location of more Berk original garments. Additional garments could lead to the
comparison of construction techniques between garments Ilona created for herself and
those that she created for paying customers.
Other interesting comparison research, possible with current resources, may
include: a detailed comparison of the commercially made garments in the Berk Collection
versus the Berk original garments, documenting things like sizing and measurements,
alteration evidence, and links between design techniques of the commercially made
garments and Ilona’s own design techniques; a comparison of Ilona to other immigrant
designers such as Hattie Carnegie and the Tirocchi Sisters; and a comparison of known
facts about Ilona versus known facts about her regional competition. Regional
knowledge and a review of city directories revealed several repeated names, such as
Mary Anne Vaccaro and Esther Loso, which should be pursued not only for a comparison
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with Ilona, but for their own value in establishing the fashion history of Southeast
Nebraska.
A cost comparison of natural fiber fabrics versus synthetic fiber fabrics in the
mid-to-late twentieth century would also give insight into Ilona’s professional success;
considering things like overhead and cost-to-profit ratio. And further research should be
conducted into the Southeast Nebraska regional fashion system, specifically the
availability of custom clothing services within department stores and how customer were
impacted when these services diminished.

Final Comments
Though further research is needed, the study has successfully begun
documentation of one of Nebraska’s mid-twentieth century dressmakers. Establishing
that Ilona Berk’s human capital was vital to her professional success, that there was a
unique need for custom dressmakers in the Midwest between 1945 and 1990, and that
Ilona’s products were excellently made and couture inspired, suggests that dressmaking
remained an integral part of the fashion system in the mid-twentieth century. It is rare
that a subject can be studied through both oral interviews and material culture; the unique
interdisciplinary nature of the study suggests that research of individuals should be
completed as soon as possible, before resources are lost.
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APPENDIX A
TRANSCRIPTION: INTERVIEW 1
Jim Berk
Narrator
Kylin Riley Jensen
University of Nebraska-Lincoln
Interviewer
February 7, 2015
Phone Interview
JB: Hello?
KJ: Hi Jim, this is Kylin
JB: Hi Kylin, how are you?
KJ: I’m doing well, how are you?
JB: Great, great, thanks for making it a little bit earlier. This fits perfectly into my
schedule, is it ok with you?
KJ: Absolutely and thank you for making time for me.
JB: My pleasure. So tell me what you’re doing and how I can help you in terms of telling
my mom’s story and all of that.
KJ: Sure. Well, my main question is: what made your mom unique? It was in Nebraska
in the in the fifties and sixties and she was selling these elegant clothes, and that was
unique. And so I want to know how she got her customers and what brought them to her
and what made her successful.
JB: Well, let me back up a little bit and give you a little about her background. And you
can please feel free to interrupt if something’s unclear or you want a little bit more
explanation. I’m happy to tell you her story. As you might know, she was a Holocaust
survivor. She was in five concentration camps, including Auschwitz and that’s the most
infamous one.
Out of the six million Jews, six million plus Jews murdered in the Holocaust, a million,
one million came at Auschwitz. Including two of my mother’s three siblings [who died
in the war]. She lost two, she lost a brother and a sister in Auschwitz, in the gas
chambers. And she lost another brother at Bergen-Belsen, I think due to starvation.
So she lost three siblings in the Holocaust. But she was able to survive with her other
sisters and her mother, and it’s a remarkable story. I can go into much more detail about
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that, but after the war, my mom got down to 55 pounds by the way, in the camps. So she
was horrifically emaciated, and, if can you imagine a 25 year old, you’re probably close
to that age right? Can you imagine being 55 pounds? It’s just you know…
So at any rate, she eventually was able to get healed, recuperate, she almost lost an arm.
She had an arm infection and at the very last minute they gave her penicillin which kind
of saved her arm. Could have been amputated. And who knows, my mom’s career would
not have been the same had that happened so she was very lucky in that regard.
KJ: Absolutely
JB: Oh by the way, before the war, she was able to travel [unclear] Budapest, Hungary,
and in Budapest, that’s where she learned to sew. Her mother I’m sure taught her to sew,
but she really learned it in a much more detailed way in Budapest. She traveled there and
was working in Budapest and I think she had a shop in Budapest as well. Then she
eventually was involved in the war. Later relocated in Paris where she worked for awhile
and then came over to New York and she had a small, if I’m not mistaken, she had a
small business, with people working underneath her in terms of seamstress stuff.
So [unclear] the story of how she meet my dad? Have I told you that, or did you, or was
that in any of the documents that you saw or anything?
KJ: No, I hadn’t seen any documentation about that yet.
JB: Alright, my mom came over to this country in the late forties, like 48 or something. I
believe it was 1948 and she was working in New York and she decided to take a
vacation. This was in December of 52, over like Christmas holiday, sometime in
December, 52.
And my dad, who was a Grand Rapids, Michigan native, was in the paint and wallpaper
business, you know retail paint. And he had a chance to open up a store in Lincoln, and
this was at downtown Lincoln. They eventually became Brandeis, it was originally called
Gold’s. I don’t know if you’re familiar with Gold’s Department Store? It was right off
‘O’ street or maybe ‘P’ street, somewhere around there, 12th or 13th. You can probably
find out where the where the address was. He had a paint and wallpaper store on 3rd floor
of that department store.
So my dad decides to go to vacation to Miami, to the beach, the same time my mother
was down there. And my mother’s hotel room was overbooked. She had reservations, I
don’t know what the name of [the hotel] was, but they overbooked her, so they said “we
can put you in this other hotel, it’s called The Sovereign.” And by the way, it’s still
there. And that’s the hotel my dad was staying at. And my dad had gone out on a date
and he had dumped his date and was out on the beach relaxing a little bit, late late night
like early in the morning; 1 or 2 or something like that. At the same time my mom
arrived at the hotel and she went out to look at the water. You know, first time in Miami
probably. And that’s where my dad was. They met on the beach, fell in love, 3 months
later they were married.
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KJ: Wow, good story!
JB: Great story, great story. Ok, so my mom relocated, got married in March of 53, and
was settled in Lincoln where my dad was. Now my mom started building up a small
clientele of, you know, affluent clients. Eloise Agee was one of them, she owned the ford
dealership, Agee Ford in Lincoln. Another one was Alice Abel, and Alice was involved
in politics, very wealthy, you might want to look her up too. And my mom had a few
others as well. Probably three, four, five clients that she made dresses for on a regular
basis.
At the very peak of my mom’s talent and ability, she was charging um up to 3,000 dollars
for a dress; one of those dresses might be in the collection, who knows. So that’s how
she started. And she continued, she even had a fashion show at the Cornhusker hotel,
which is still there. They renovated it, but it’s the old Cornhusker. Built on the same
premises.
Let’s see, what else? Had my dad had a business in either New York, Los Angeles, any of
the big metropolitan areas, any of the big fashion centers, I’m convinced my mom would
have made it as, I mean made it big, as a fashion designer. Up with the Diors and the
Calvin Kleins, I mean. I really believe that she could have made it big.
KJ: I completely agree, she was very talented.
JB: Just look at what she was doing, and she was doing that with no pattern, no
instructions. She looked at something, and she made something. She created something.
It was amazing, amazing what she did. Just so talented. She could speak five or six
languages and she was just a great woman of the world. Very very elegant. Do you have
pictures of her, because I could always scan some photos and send them to you?
KJ: That would be wonderful. I did get a couple pictures online, from, I believe, her
obituary, but any personal pictures that you would want to share would be great.
JB: Sure. At your convenience, send me a text of your address and I can scan some
photos when I get a chance to send them. So, anything else? That’s a cursory, general
synopsis of how she landed in Lincoln and then eventually settled and started her career
and started a family with me.
KJ: Most of my questions do center around the business and you may or may not know a
lot of her business details. You mentioned that she learned to sew, basically on her own,
or working in Hungary. And you mentioned that she didn’t use any pattern or
instruction. So she really did it all from her head, just really creatively?
JB: Yeah, she would subscribe to a lot of the major fashion publications like Vogue and
Elle and W and all those. And she could look at something and she could reproduce it or
make a similar thing or maybe create something on her own. As far as I know, in terms
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of the business, I don’t think she followed any kind of pattern or anything like that. She
could look at something and make it.
KJ: Right, wow! That’s pretty amazing. She worked out of your home or did she have a
shop that she used?
JB: She worked out of my home. In fact, in our house on Circle Drive, right next to my
room was the guest room and it eventually became the sewing room. That’s what we
called it, “The Sewing Room.” When my grandmother, this is my father’s mother, when
my grandmother was alive she came to visit us and she stayed for awhile, maybe a few
months, in that room. But I think she passed away in late 50s, early 60s and then
eventually my mom’s sewing machine was in that room and she did all of her work in
that room.
It was amazing. My family was so unorthodox when you think of the typical American
family where the mother would do the grocery shopping, where the father would be the
breadwinner. Essentially it was the other way around. My mother was the breadwinner,
my dad did the grocery shopping. My dad woke me up and cooked breakfast for me and
took me to school and my mom would be the one who would work into the wee hours of
the morning, easily to midnight or beyond sewing, at night. After dinner and clean-up
she would go and sew for two, three, four hours. And then, because of that, my mom
would sleep late, that would be her luxury. My mom would sleep ‘til nine or ten o’clock
and then get up and have breakfast and then start all over again.
KJ: This was her choice to work? It wasn’t out of necessity? She enjoyed it?
JB: Oh no, this was her passion. This was her love. She was an amazing, amazing
woman in terms of talent. She was an artist. Imagine an artist. You work on your own
time, you’re passionate, you can work all day doing something to get it just right. My
mom was a perfectionist. Absolutely things had to be perfect. A seam, a hem, everything
had to be to the T so it matched up properly. And, you know what, I’ve gotten a lot of
that from her, not that I sew. But in my first career and now in my second career I’m that
way. And even in my personal life I’m a perfectionist. So I get a lot of that from her. I
know that.
KJ: I believe you mentioned at one time that she traveled to Europe to buy fabric. Did
she travel much once her business started to get inspiration, or did she mostly get
inspiration from magazines?
JB: Well, here’s the deal: my mom would have, every year, almost invariably, my mom
would travel to Europe, in the summer, usually in August, she’d take three or four weeks
in August and go to Karlovy Vary, Marienbad. It was a spa in Czechoslovakia, which is a
very famous spa resort where you would go. My mom would stay at a hotel and she
would take the baths, get massages, and just relax for three or four weeks. Drink the
mineral waters there, and just revitalize herself.
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My mom was a very agitated woman, easily angered. She wasn’t the most peaceful. Part
of that may be the perfectionist that she was and also, I’m sure, the Holocaust played a
part. My mom saw all the horrors that you can imagine in the Holocaust. People dying,
starvation, beatings. You know she lost her sister, she saw her sister being carted away to
the gas chamber. Horrible stuff. So, I’m sure that played a part in her demeanor. She
was easily angered and a perfectionist but she was a great woman, she really was, but she
didn’t have a real, true, calmness about her. She was a go-getter and maybe a Type A
personality. And all those factors probably led into that.
So, to roundabout answer your question. She did travel to Europe but that was about it. I
don’t know if she traveled there to get fabric. If she ever went there with my dad on a
vacation she might buy something in Paris or something like that. But I remember she
bought a lot of fabric from New York, or the great fabric outlets wherever. It might have
been Europe but certainly New York or Los Angeles in this country. But she didn’t do a
lot of traveling, per se, for fabric. She might have picked some up on her travels when
she went over there, but it wasn’t like a buying trip, like “I’m going off to do this.”
And, I went to Czechoslovakia with her and my dad, this was in the early sixties, and it’s
kind of a funny story. My mom, very fashionable, very elegant, beautiful woman. We
were in Prague for part of the trip and there happened to be a film festival in Prague and
all the German and European actresses and actors had descended on that city during the
time [we were there]. It was just a coincidence we were there. So the Paparazzi looked
at my mom, she was in sunglasses and maybe a leather jacket, and she looked just to the
nines, and they started taking her picture. She looked exactly like one of the West
German actresses. Isn’t that wild? My mom was denying this but they were just thinking
that was part of the whole thing, that she just didn’t want her picture taken because of
that. They didn’t believe her, she kept denying it. And in one of the subsequent style
magazines that came out in Prague in the subsequent weeks was a picture of my mother.
And I probably have that somewhere in my collection. I don’t know where it is, but we
saved that.
An addendum to that, here I am probably a seven or eight year old boy, I don’t even
know if I could write cursive at the time, I was maybe barely writing cursive and believe
it or not, I was signing autographs for kids that were two and three times older than me.
It was wild and I couldn’t believe it because they thought “Here’s the son of a famous
actress.”
KJ: Oh fun! That’s a cool story, that’s great. I wonder if you could find one of your
autographs on eBay?
What are your memories of her clothes? Did you have anything that you remember was
her favorite thing to wear or was your favorite thing for her to wear?
JB: That’s a really good question. There were maybe a few of them. I wouldn’t
necessarily be able to describe it. When we were in synagogue for high holidays, like
Rosh Hashanah or Yom Kippur, she would wear a very elegant navy blue suit. And I
really liked that. She looked stunning. She might have some white pearls on, matching
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hat. Very elegant jewelry on her, shoes. Maybe a blouse and a jacket and then a nice
skirt and it all matched impeccably. Very elegant. That was one thing that I remember.
For my first wedding (I’m on my second marriage now), she made the wedding dress, for
her. And it was just very, very pretty, very beautiful, elegant. And that was something
that I’ll always remember too. Going through her closet, I remember various things, but
not in terms of X, Y, Z, this one or that one. They were all just really nice. I know she
looked really good in leopard stuff, any type. Not necessarily dressy stuff. I take that
back. Some of it was dressy. And some leopard type patterns she would wear around the
house for just knock-around, easy, casual living. And I don’t know if you have any of
that in the collection we donated but I liked her in that as well.
KJ: I know there’s a least one. A dress with a little head scarf, that’s leopard print, that
comes to mind in the collection. There might be more.
Did she ever have anyone work for her, or did she do everything by herself?
JB: Not in Lincoln, no. The only time she did was, I think, when she was in New York
and also Paris. Where she had a store and she had people working underneath her. But
when she got to Lincoln, she was it. She would try to teach occasionally college kids or,
I remember every once in awhile someone come and visit her and my mom would try to
teach them how to sew but nobody working underneath her.
KJ: Now I know it’s been awhile and I’m sure you’ve already taken care of her estate and
things. But do you have any remaining business papers or diaries, or anything like that?
Documentation that maybe I could look through or anything else that you would be
willing to share?
JB: I don’t know if she kept a diary. Let me look into that and see. Right off hand, I
would say there’s nothing that I know of. She kept address books. But in terms of her
business stuff , I don’t even know if anything of that was saved. Are you talking like
maybe a receipt for a fabric purchase from like a various city
KJ: Yes, something like that. Anything that would give an idea of her expenses or her
timelines or her methods.
JB: Let me look into that. I’ll be honest with you, in the whole process of me moving all
of my mom’s and my dad’s stuff to my city here in Michigan, I filled up this condo that I
own with all of the boxes. And basically I’ve hardly emptied any of the boxes. And so
all these boxes contain stuff that we have saved. And I very much might have saved
some of her stuff but as of now, I wouldn’t know, number one. And number two, I don’t
know exactly what box it would be in. But I can start looking and if I come across
something I’d be happy to share that with you.
KJ: That would be wonderful. And no hurry on that, obviously, do it in your own time.
But that would be wonderful just to give us more insight into her workings.
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So, how long did she have her business? Did she continue to make dresses up until she
passed away, or?
JB: She passed away in December of 2013, so it’s been about a year and two months. I
would say she wasn’t doing anything for the last two, three years. I don’t really
remember her sewing. I think her eyesight had gotten not so good. But I would say this,
she died at 95; I would say it would be safe to say she was still doing something up ‘til
90. I would say that’s a legitimate statement. Now, was she selling stuff at 90? Not
really, no. But she was maybe working on a hem, or sewing a hole, or fixing something
in the last stages of her sewing.
I couldn’t tell you an exact timeline where she stopped making the dresses for the clients.
But I would think when Alice Abel passed away. I think Alice Abel was her last client.
So just if you look up Alice Abel, look at her history, find out when she passed away, and
maybe subtract a year from that, and that may be when mom stopped doing it. Actually,
if I’m not mistaken, she was working on something for Alice when Alice passed away.
So that would give you an idea of when she stopped. I’m actually curious as to when that
happened as well.
KJ: Ok, I’ll definitely look into that.
You gave me a couple names of her clients, is there anyone else; relatives, friends or
anyone you think would be willing to be interviewed just to get a bigger picture of your
mom?
JB: The lay-person, who is like the pseudo-Rabbi at [unclear] Israel, which is our
synagogue, Nancy Coren, she knew my mom very well and she was connected to my
mom for decades because she’s been in Lincoln for probably all of her life. I would say
out of the 50 plus years that my mom was there…Nancy gave a very eloquent, beautiful
eulogy at my mom’s funeral. She would be one person. Marcia Kushner was a good
friend of hers as well and she could talk about my mom. She’s in the phone book, it’s a
5959, it’s a really simple number like that. And you can say that I gave you her name
and phone number. Another one, Annie Modenstein, she was a good friend. Eli was the
husband, so it might be listed under Eli. Those would be three ladies who good offer a
glimpse into my mom’s elegance, personality, whatever you’re after in terms of
describing her.
KJ: Great. Right now, I’m just trying to get as full picture as I can. Everything I learn
just makes me like her more and I really wish I could have met her.
JB: Oh yeah, she was great. She had a heart of gold. If she liked you, boy oh boy, she
would bestow gifts and she would give you clothes. “Take this home, take that home.”
She’d give you hugs and kisses. She was an amazing, amazing lady. Just great.
KJ: I think I’ve got most of my questions answered for now. These were obviously
overview questions, I’m going to try to get some more details wherever I can. But I do
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really appreciate you taking the time to talk to me and maybe at some point later we can
talk again. But I’ll definitely keep you updated with what I’m doing. We do plan to do
an exhibition. It’s slated for February of next year. That’s based on when we could get
the gallery space and allowing me some time to do my research.
JB: Great. At your convenience send me your address and I’ll effort to send you some
pictures.
KJ: Ok, I will do that. Thank you so much Jim and I’m sure we’ll talk again soon.
JB: Yeah, you’re welcome, and call anytime, it’s great to help you Kylin.
KJ: Great. Thanks
JB: Good luck with everything.
KJ: You too. Bye.
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APPENDIX B
LINCOLN CITY DIRECTORY REVIEW: DRESSMAKERS (DMS) AND TAILORS
(TLRS) OVER TIME1
YR

UNIQUE
DMS
LISTED

DMS
CARRIED
OVER

UNIQUE
TLRS
LISTED

TLRS
CARRIED
OVER

UNIQUE
ALTERATION
SHOPS
LISTED

ALTERATION
SHOPS
CARRIED
OVER

1955
1958
1960
1965
1970
1975
1980
1985
1990

17
19
15
14
7
2
1
9
11

N/A
9
13
5
4
0
0
0
3

N/A
10
10
9
5
1
1
9
6

N/A
N/A
9
7
4
1
1
1
4

N/A
0
0
0
1
2
1
4
7

N/A
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
3
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APPENDIX C
GUIDING INTERVIEW QUESTIONS
What was your relationship with Ilona Berk and how long did you know her?
How would you describe Ilona?
Were you aware of Ilona’s home-based dressmaking business?
Would you define Ilona’s home-based dressmaking business as successful? How so?
Would you consider yourself a customer of Ilona's business?
Did you ever own any garments designed and made by Ilona?
Do you still own them? Do you still wear them?
Would you be willing to loan them to the University for the purposes of my
study?
Describe the quality of the clothes Ilona made.
How much input did you have into their design?
What are some particular details you remember about the garments?
Did you have any special clothing needs which required special design or
tailoring?
What was Ilona’s approach to your special needs?
How did her prices compare to retailers of fashionable garments?
What do you think made Ilona successful in her dressmaking business?
Where and how did Ilona advertise her business?
Did Ilona ever attempt to sell her designs through a boutique or other store?
Did Ilona ever hire employees to work in her dressmaking business?
Did Ilona ever have investors or business partners?
Are you familiar with any of the financial aspects of her business? For example, her
pricing structure?
Why did Ilona choose to start and run her own business rather than work for someone
else?
Would you consider Ilona a risk-taker?
Did Ilona face much racism, discrimination or stereotyping while promoting her
business?
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How would Ilona refer to herself (Czech, Jewish, immigrant, etc.)?
Was the fact that Ilona an immigrant any influence on her business, positive or
negative?
How and where did Ilona locate her customers?
Were Ilona’s customers exclusively women?
Describe Ilona’s social network.
Was Ilona a very sociable person or was she more reserved?
How confident was Ilona in her business skills?
How confident was Ilona in her designing and dressmaking skills?
What was Ilona’s relationship with her customers?
Who were some of her repeat clients?
Are you able to put me in contact with anyone else who is familiar with Ilona and
her work?
Why do you think Ilona’s customers chose to use her instead of shop at department
stores?
It appears Ilona traveled to Europe for design inspiration.
How often was she able to travel?
Where were her favorite places to travel?
Did she spend any time buying fabric or sample garments? Where?
Did Ilona keep a stock of fabrics and trims on hand or did she start each order from
scratch?
Which fabric stores did Ilona frequent?
What was her relationship with the fabric store owners or managers?
Describe how Ilona kept up with fashion trends and got design ideas.
What do you think Ilona’s clothing says about her?
How was Ilona reflected in the clothing she made for others?
What she wore?
Was Ilona ever discriminated against within her own social group for being the
breadwinner of the family?
How unique was it for a woman to be the primary breadwinner in Lincoln, NE
during the 1960s and 1970s?
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Do you feel that Nebraska was behind the rest of the country in the 1960s, 70s & 80s?
When young people across the nation were developing a culture and fashion of
their own, did Nebraska keep up with these changes?
Are you aware of any existing business records or diaries or letters or other documents of
Ilona’s?
Do you have anything made by, owned by, or written by Ilona?
Would you be willing to loan those documents to the University for the purposes
of my study?
I understand Ilona was a survivor of the concentration camps in World War II. How
much/how often did Ilona speak about her wartime experiences?
How do you think Ilona’s experiences during World War II influenced her later in
life?
What are some of your favorite memories of Ilona?
What were her interests and hobbies outside of fashion and dressmaking?
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APPENDIX D
LIST AND CATEGORIZATION OF GARMENTS: BERK COLLECTION
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APPENDIX F
RESULTS: INDIVIDUAL OBJECT SURVEYS
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APPENDIX G
RESULTS: FIBER CONTENT IDENTIFICATION2

Object Number: 2014.003.002
Blue double breasted blazer with notched collar and gold buttons
Fiber Microscopy Table
Date: 5/29/2015
Object #: 2014.003.002
Microscope: Fisher
Micromaster
Mount: Distilled Water
Researcher: Kylin Jensen
Sample Name
Buttonhole thread (blue)
Fashion Fabric (blue)
Lining (white)

Magnification
400x
400x
400x

Fiber Content
Nylon
Silk
Silk

Fiber Burn Test Results
Date: 5/29/2015
Object #: 2014.003.002
Flame: Alcohol Burner
Researcher: Kylin
Jensen
Sample Name

Observations

Fiber Content

Buttonhole thread
(blue)
Fashion Fabric (blue)

Melts, curls away from flame,
hard bead
Self-extinguished, crushable
ash
Sample too small to test

Nylon

Lining (white)

Silk
Unconfirmed
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Object Number: 2014.003.031 A-B
Sleeveless top with buttons at waist and tie at neck; long, a-line pleated skirt. All light
pink with multicolored floral pattern.
Fiber Microscopy Table
Date: 5/29/2105
Object #: 2014.003.031 A-B
Microscope: Fisher
Micromaster
Mount: Distilled Water
Researcher: Kylin Jensen
Sample Name
Placket interfacing (cream)
Fashion Fabric (skirt-pink)
Button covering (pink)
Neck tie (dark tan)

Magnification
400x
400x
400x
400x

Construction thread (pink)
Button loop (pink)

400x
400x

Fiber Content
Cotton
Silk
Silk, tightly spun
Nylon, acrylic or
rayon
Silk or Rayon
Silk

Fiber Burn Test Results
Date: 5/29/2015
Object #: 2014.003.031
A-B
Flame: Alcohol Burner
Researcher: Kylin
Jensen
Sample Name
Placket interfacing
(cream)
Fashion Fabric (skirtpink)
Button covering (pink)
Neck tie (dark tan)
Construction thread
(pink)
Button loop (pink)

Observations
Burns, glows, fine ash

Fiber Content
Cotton

Self-extinguished, crushable
ash
Self-extinguished, crushable
ash
Burns, glows, crushable ash
Burns, crushable ash

Silk

Self-extinguished, crushable
ash

Silk
Rayon
Rayon
Silk
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Object Number: 2014.003.033 A-C
Pink, straight skirt; boat neck printed blouse; pink cape-like jacket with printed lining
fabric
Fiber Microscopy Table
Date: 10/30/2014
Object #: 2014.003.033 A-C
Microscope: Fisher
Scientific Micromaster
Mount: Distilled Water
Researcher: Kylin Jensen
Sample Name
Blouse fabric (white)
Skirt fabric (pink warp)
Skirt fabric (white weft)
Binding tape fabric
Skirt Lining (white)
Sewing thread (pink)
Sewing thread (white)

Magnification
400x
400x
400x
400x
400x
400x
400x

Fiber Content
Silk
Silk
Silk
Silk
Silk
Silk
Silk

Fiber Burn Test Results
Date: 10/30/2014
Object #: 2014.003.033
A-C
Flame: Alcohol Burner
Researcher: Kylin
Jensen
Sample Name
Blouse fabric (white)
Skirt fabric (white weft)
Binding tape fabric

Observations
Self-extinguished, crushable
ash
Self-extinguished, crushable
ash
Self-extinguished, crushable
ash

Fiber Content
Silk
Silk
Silk
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Object Number: 2014.003.040 A-C
Light green slip; sheer & iridescent floral, oversized, long sleeve dress with tie neck;
black tie belt
Fiber Microscopy Table
Date: 5/29/2015
Object #: 2014.003.040 A-B
Microscope: Fisher
Micromaster
Mount: Distilled Water
Researcher: Kylin Jensen
Sample Name
Construction Thread (blue)
Construction Thread (tan)
Slip Fabric (green)
Slip Construction Thread
(green)
Fashion Fabric sample 1
Fashion Fabric sample 2
Belt (black)

Magnification
400x
400x
400x
400x

Fiber Content
Silk
Silk
Silk
Silk

400x
400x
400x

Silk, high twist
Silk
Cotton, nonmercerized

Fiber Burn Test Results
Date: 5/29/2015
Object #: 2014.003.040
A-B
Flame: Alcohol Burner
Researcher: Kylin
Jensen
Sample Name
Construction Thread
(blue)
Construction Thread
(tan)
Slip Fabric (green)
Slip Construction
Thread (green)
Fashion Fabric sample
1
Fashion Fabric sample
2
Belt (black)

Observations
Self-extinguished, crushable
ash
Self-extinguished, crushable
ash
Self-extinguished, crushable
ash
Self-extinguished, crushable
ash
Self-extinguished, crushable
ash
Sample too small to test

Fiber Content
Silk

Burns, glows, crushable ash

Cotton

Silk
Silk
Silk
Silk
Unconfirmed
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Object Number: 2014.003.041 A-C
Long sleeve, full length orange abstract floral dress with front ruffle and ruffled cuffs; 1
length unfinished self fabric (scarf?) and 1 tube self fabric (belt?)
Fiber Microscopy Table
Date: 5/29/2015
Object #: 2014.003.041 A-C
Microscope: Fisher
Micromaster
Mount: Distilled Water
Researcher: Kylin Jensen
Sample Name
Construction thread
(orange)
Construction thread (pink)
Bodice back lining (tan)
Fashion Fabric

Magnification
400x

Fiber Content
Silk

400x
400x
400x

Silk
Silk, tight twist
Silk

Fiber Burn Test Results
Date: 5/29/2015
Object #: 2014.003.041
A-C
Flame: Alcohol Burner
Researcher: Kylin
Jensen
Sample Name
Construction thread
(orange)
Construction thread
(pink)
Bodice back lining (tan)
Fashion Fabric

Observations
Self-extinguished, crushable
ash
Self-extinguished, crushable
ash
Self-extinguished, crushable
ash, strong smell
Self-extinguished, crushable
ash

Fiber Content
Silk
Silk
Silk
Silk
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Object Number: 2014.003.042 A-E
Pink printed kaftan with black edging; solid black kaftan with pink pattern edging; pink
printed palazzo pants with tie waist; 2 self-fabric tie belts
Fiber Microscopy Table
Date: 5/29/2015
Object #: 2014.003.042 A-E
Microscope: Fisher
Micromaster
Mount: Distilled Water
Researcher: Kylin Jensen
Sample Name
Fringe of belt (black)
Fashion Fabric (pink)
Fashion Fabric (black)

Magnification
400x
400x
400x

Fiber Content
Acetate or Rayon
Silk
Silk

Fiber Burn Test Results
Date: 5/29/2015
Object #: 2014.003.042
A-E
Flame: Alcohol Burner
Researcher: Kylin
Jensen
Sample Name
Fringe of belt (black)
Fashion Fabric (pink)

Observations
Sample too small to test
Self-extinguished, crushable
ash
Self-extinguished, crushable
ash

Fashion Fabric (black)

Fiber Content
Unconfirmed
Silk
Silk

Fiber Solubility Test Results
Date: 5/29/2015
Object #: 2014.003.042
A-E
Solvent: Acetone
Researcher: Kylin
Jensen
Sample Name
Fringe of belt (black)

Observations
Does not dissolve

Fiber Content
Rayon
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Object Number: 2014.003.043 A-B
Cream brocade skirt suit: straight skirt with darted waistline; swing shape jacket with ¾
sleeves and attached ruffles at back
Fiber Microscopy Table
Date: 5/29/2015
Object #: 2014.003.043 A-B
Microscope: Fisher
Micromaster
Mount: Distilled Water
Researcher: Kylin Jensen
Sample Name
Fashion Fabric (cream)
Lining (skirt-cream)

Magnification
400x
400x

Fiber Content
Silk
Silk

Fiber Burn Test Results
Date: 5/29/2015
Object #: 2014.003.043
A-B
Flame: Alcohol Burner
Researcher: Kylin
Jensen
Sample Name
Fashion Fabric (cream)
Lining (skirt-cream)

Observations
Self-extinguished, crushable
ash
Sample too small to test

Fiber Content
Silk
unconfirmed
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Object Number: 2014.003.047 A-B
Cream/brown yarn-dyed mini-plaid skirt suit. Straight, faux wrap skirt with fringe edges;
long, notched collar jacket with front patch pockets and fringed edges (no closures)
Fiber Microscopy Table
Date: 5/29/2015
Object #: 2014.003.047 A-B
Microscope: Fisher
Micromaster
Mount: Distilled Water
Researcher: Kylin Jensen
Sample Name
Lining weft (skirt-cream)
Lining warp (skirt-green)
Construction Thread (white)
Fashion Fabric (cream)
Fashion Fabric (brown)
Grosgrain ribbon

Magnification
400x
400x
400x
400x
400x
400x

Fiber Content
Silk
Silk
Silk
Silk
Silk
Rayon or Acetate

Fiber Burn Test Results
Date: 5/29/2015
Object #: 2014.003.047
A-B
Flame: Alcohol Burner
Researcher: Kylin
Jensen
Sample Name
Lining weft (skirtcream)
Lining warp (skirtgreen)
Construction Thread
(white)
Fashion Fabric (cream)
Fashion Fabric (brown)
Grosgrain ribbon

Observations
Self-extinguished, crushable
ash, strong smell
Self-extinguished, crushable
ash
Self-extinguished, crushable
ash
Self-extinguished, crushable
ash, strong smell
Self-extinguished, crushable
ash
Burns, afterglow, no ash

Fiber Content
Silk
Silk
Silk
Silk
Silk
Rayon
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Fiber Solubility Test Results
Date: 5/29/2015
Object #: 2014.003.047
A-B
Solvent: Acetate
Researcher: Kylin
Jensen
Sample Name
Grosgrain ribbon

Observations
Does not dissolve

Fiber Content
Rayon
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Object Number: 2014.003.048 A-B
Skirt suit: blazer and straight faux wrap skirt. All pink novelty fabric with fringe.
Fiber Microscopy Table
Date: 5/29/2015
Object #: 2014.003.048 A-B
Microscope: Fisher
Micromaster
Mount: Distilled Water
Researcher: Kylin Jensen
Sample Name
Fashion Fabric (turquoise)
Fashion Fabric (dark pink)

Magnification
400x
400x

Fashion Fabric (light pink)

400x

Fiber Content
Silk, high twist
High in
delusterants.
Possible: Nylon,
Polyester
Silk

Fiber Burn Test Results
Date: 5/29/2015
Object #: 2014.003.048
A-B
Flame: Alcohol Burner
Researcher: Kylin
Jensen
Sample Name
Fashion Fabric
(turquoise)
Fashion Fabric (dark
pink)
Fashion Fabric (light
pink)

Observations
Self-extinguished, crushable
ash
Burns, hard bead

Fiber Content
Silk

Self-extinguished, crushable
ash

Silk

Polyester
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Object Number: 2014.003.049 A-D
Four piece gold evening suit: jacket, camisole, knee length straight skirt, floor length faux
wrap straight skirt
Fiber Microscopy Table
Date: 5/29/2015
Object #: 2014.003.049 A-D
Microscope: Fisher
Micromaster
Mount: Distilled Water
Researcher: Kylin Jensen
Sample Name
Construction thread
(camisole-red)
Fashion Fabric weft
(metallic gold)
Fashion Fabric warp sample
1 (brown)
Lining (short skirt-cream)
Lining (jacket-cream)
Fashion Fabric warp sample
2 (brown)

Magnification
400x

Fiber Content
Silk

400x

Unknown
metallic
Silk blend with
Rayon or Acetate
Silk
Silk
Silk blend with
rayon or acetate

400x
400x
400x
400x

Fiber Burn Test Results
Date: 5/29/2015
Object #: 2014.003.049
A-D
Flame: Alcohol Burner
Researcher: Kylin
Jensen
Sample Name
Construction thread
(camisole-red)
Fashion Fabric weft
(metallic gold)
Fashion Fabric warp
sample 1 (brown)
Lining (short skirtcream)
Lining (jacket-cream)
Fashion Fabric warp
sample 2 (brown)

Observations
Self-extinguished, crushable
ash
Not tested

Fiber Content
Silk

Flames, burns fast, crushable
ash
Self-extinguished, crushable
ash
Self-extinguished, crushable
ash
Sample too small to test

Silk blend with
Rayon or Acetate
Silk

Unconfirmed

Silk
Unconfirmed
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Fiber Solubility Test Results
Date: 5/29/2015
Object #: 2014.003.049
A-D
Solvent: Acetone
Researcher: Kylin
Jensen
Sample Name
Fashion Fabric weft
(metallic gold)
Fashion Fabric warp
sample 1 (brown)
Fashion Fabric warp
sample 2 (brown)

Observations
Does not dissolve

Fiber Content
Non-acetate

Does not dissolve

Silk Rayon Blend

Does not dissolve

Silk Rayon Blend
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